REPORT for ARC Committee
Burk’s Falls Area Schools
Submitted on April 22, 2014
Background:
As a result of a Board motion in public session on May 28, 2013, an Accommodation Review Committee
(ARC) process was established for Burk’s Falls area schools. The accommodation review includes
Almaguin Highlands Secondary School, Land of Lakes Public School, M.A. Wittick Public School,
Magnetawan Central School, South River Public School and Sundridge Centennial Public School.

The ARC Process Defined:
An Accommodation Review is a public consultation process required by the Ministry of Education when
school boards are determining the future of a school or group of schools. Through this process parents
and community members are able to discuss the needs of a school community.
An Accommodation Review Committee (ARC) is a board appointed committee formed during an
Accommodation Review. An ARC is formed to ensure the Board conducts a consultative and transparent
review of a group of schools in a defined area. By attending public meetings school communities can be
better informed.
The ARC committee includes members of the school community and the broader community. Being a
part of the ARC is a volunteer commitment and membership included:
 Superintendent of Schools for the schools involved in the review (non‐voting)
 Two parents from each school involved in the review (voting)
 Principal of each school involved in the review (non‐voting)
 Two secondary school students (voting)
 Two independent community members from each school community (voting)
 Local trustee of school involved in the review (non‐voting)
There are a minimum of four (4) meetings to allow for public engagement of the community. The ARC
has a minimum of 90 days to complete its work and make recommendations to the Board in an ARC
report. Board administration then responds to the ARC recommendation and presents its own
recommendations to the board in another report. The Board of Trustees makes the final decision about
student accommodation after a minimum of 60 days. Decisions about the school closures and
redevelopment projects will be made by the Board of Trustees after the Accommodation Review
process is completed.
The Accommodation Review process will allow us to move forward with our vision of providing facilities
that allow all our students to maximize their potential. We must ensure we are investing wisely in the
programs and facilities our students need to succeed rather than in older buildings that are expensive to
maintain.

The Burk’s Falls Area ARC Meetings:
The first public meeting took place on September 26, 2013. The second and third public meetings
(October 30 and February 12 respectively) were designated for community and parent input. At the
request of the committee, three additional caucus meetings took place. At the fourth meeting on
March 19, the committee reached consensus on one option.
ARC #1 Meeting
September 26, 2013
6:30 p.m. ‐ 9:30 p.m.

ARC #2 Meeting
October 30, 2013
6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

ARC #3 Meeting
February 12, 2014
6:30 p.m. ‐ 9:30 p.m.

ARC #4 Meeting
March 19, 2014
6:30 p.m. ‐ 8:00 p.m.

Magnetawan
Community Centre

Almaguin Highlands
Secondary School

Land of Lakes
Public School

M.A. Wittick
Public School

The Burk’s Falls Area ARC Recommendation:
1. That the Board close M.A. Wittick Public School and move JK‐6 students to a refurbished Land of
Lakes. Keep Magnetawan Central School open. Send Land of Lakes Public School 7‐8 students back to
their home schools. French Immersion students from Grades 5‐8 would continue to attend the new
Land of Lakes Public School.
2. That the Board establish a school boundary border between Almaguin Highlands Secondary School
and North Bay secondary schools to address surplus capacity at Almaguin Highlands Secondary School
and decrease transportation costs.
3. The Board engage in a transportation audit for all students affected by the change of schools.
4. That the Board to give serious consideration to the following matters in the implementation of the
above recommendations:











Request the Village of Burk’s Falls, the Municipality of Magnetawan, the Village of South River
and the Village of Sundridge to assess the need to add crossing guards or sidewalks as needed to
ensure the safety of students based on the new walking routes created by the changes in school
location,
Accommodate all M.A. Wittick Public School community programs at the refurbished Land of
Lakes Public School site,
Special Education resources and programs be consolidated at the new Land of Lakes site
Transition opportunities be offered for all students who are changing schools,
Allow adequate time for staff and students to prepare for transition,
Provide adequate communication to parents regarding transition for students,
Provide opportunities for School Advisory Council members to be consulted on transition
planning/activities,
All teaching and learning resources from M.A. Wittick Public School should follow students to
their new facility,
That the proceeds from the sale of M.A. Wittick Public School and land be reinvested in the
schools in the community,






That the Board follow the Naming/Renaming of Schools Guideline to determine a name for the
newly consolidated Land of Lakes/ M.A. Wittick Public School,
That the Board seriously consider support offered from Municipalities, service clubs (eg.‐
Magnetawan Lion’s Club), businesses and/or individuals offering monetary support, services or
volunteer work as viable solutions to defray costs that were presented by the various
Superintendents throughout the ARC process before closing a school, and
That "Shop" and "Family Studies" facilities at Land of Lakes be retained. Area 7‐8 students be
scheduled in rotation to use the facilities. The shop teacher may be a shared cost between all of
the schools. (Or explore the option of a mobile "Shop" similar to the Canadore College "Shop"
trailer).

Appendices: Written Submissions to the ARC
September 26, 2013‐March 19, 2014

Attention ARC review personal:
I suggest we take all grade 5 and 6 students from Sundridge, MA Wittick and Magnetawan and put them
into Land of Lakes SPS. Presently Land of Lakes has grade 5‐8 students. (grades 5 and 6 are in Extended
French)
This would alleviate little if any remodelling of the physical buildings. The students from grades JK to
Grade 4 in MA Wittick Junior and Magnetawan CPS could go to either Whitestone Lake PS, Evergreen
Heights or Sundridge PS. You would then be closing two schools MA Wittick and Magnetawan and
filling four schools, Land of Lakes SPS, Whitestone and Sundridge PS which could accommodate them
physically and geographically.
This could be done with losing the least amount of programming and making the least amount of
physical changes.

Kim Cousin

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

AS INSTRUCTED AT THE ARC MEETING HELD IN MAGNETAWAN ON SEPTEMBER
26TH, 2013, I AM GOING TO ATTEMPT TO RECONSTRUCT MY BRIEF
PRESENTATION FOR YOUR RECORDS.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO THE FLOOR AND PANEL ……….

ONE ITEM THAT HAS NOT BEEN ADDRESSED BY THE BOARD OR BY THE ARC IS
THE OUTCOME CLOSING A SCHOOL HAS ON A COMMUNITY. THE COMMUNITY
OF MAGNETAWAN HAS JUST THIS YEAR SHOWN PROGRESS IN GETTING BACK
ON OUR FEET AFTER THE DEVASTATING FIRE WHICH ELIMINATED THE CENTRE
OF TOWN. THE MUNICIPALITY OF MAGNETAWN, THE LIBRARY, THE LIONS
CLUB AND OUR CHURCHES ARE ALL OUTSTANDING IN THEIR SUPPORT OF THE
STUDENTS LIVING IN THE MAGNETAWAN AREA AND OFFER MANY VARIED
PROGRAMS FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION. MOST OF THE PROGRAMS ARE FREE
SO NO ONE IS LEFT OUT. IF YOU CLOSE THE MAGNETAWAN CENTRAL SCHOOL IT
WILL IMPACT AN ENORMOUS BLOW TO THE COMMUNITY AFFECTING NOT
ONLY AN EMPTY BUILDING BUT ANY FUTURE POSSIBLITY OF GROWTH
EVOLVING IN THE WAY OF YOUNG FAMILIES. THERE WILL BE NOTHING HERE
FOR A POSSIBLE DRAWING CARD. WE ARE PRESENTLY LOOKING AT THE FACT
THAT LIKELY 60% OF THE MUNICIPALITY ARE “SENIORS” BUT DO NOT FORGET
THAT LEAVES 40% YOUNGER FAMILIES WHO WILL CONTINUE TO GROW AND
BRING OTHERS BACK TO MAGNETAWAN TO LIVE. IF WE DO NOT HAVE A
SCHOOL WE DO NOT HAVE A CHANCE. WE DO NOT WANT TO BECOM JUST A
DOT ON A ROAD MAP.

FYI: SUGGESTED SCENARIO ……..

1. BRING BACK THE GRADE 7 & 8 STUDENTS TO THEIR HOME SCHOOLS
2. PROMOTE THE FRENCH IMMERSION PROGRAM (AS YOU DO IN NORTH
BAY) AND THUS ENLARGE THE ATTENDANCE AT LAND OF LAKES WHICH
COULD BE COMBINED WITH THE STUDENTS FROM M.A. WITTICK …… THE
BUSSING COSTS WOULD NOT INCREASE FOR BURK’S FALLS AND NEITHER
WOULD THE STUDENT TIMES SPENT ON THE BUS EACH DAY.
3. DO NOT CLOSE MAGNETAWAN CENTRAL SCHOOL.

SINCERELY ……………

Barbara Johnston
Concerned Citizen (Magnetawan)

Via email to carrie.girard@nearnorthschools.ca
Mark Langford
Lila Langford

October 16, 2013
Near North District School Board
North Bay, Ontario

Dear Board Members:
I would like to address the issue of the possible closure of Magnetawan Central School. As in any
community, a school represents a vital part of community life. It effects the economy of our municipality
as this is a prime factor for many families in deciding whether to move here to live and work. When
you remove a school from a community. the economy suffers. People tend to gravitate to the
communities that have their own school, as they do not want to have their children travelling for hours
on a school bus.
Information available on the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing shows the following:
Municipality
Sundridge
Burk' s Falls
Whitestone
Magnetawan

School
JK-6
JK-6&
7-8 plus 5&6 french immersion
JK-8
JK-6

2011
$270A32
$187,345
$1,011,640
$1,275,101

2012 .
$272,537
$187,596
$1,031,825
$1,303,558

This comparison shows the residents of the Municipality of Magnetawan contributed a large amount of
aeducation taxes to your board in these years and the amount in 2013 will be even higher. We deserve
to have a school in our community. One year's amount would pay for the capital improvements the
board states that the Magnetawan School requires.
The Magnetawan school is the only school showing in your information as having increased enrolment.

The school board should be looking at how the current bus schedule operates as a way of reducing
transportation costs. When our two boys attended Magnetawan Central, all children in a family were
picked up at the same time on one bus in the morning and also travelled home on the same bus in the
afternoon, thereby having older children looking out for their younger siblings, keeping them safe. On
their arrival at the Magnetawan school, our children played outside and they had longer recesses during
the day, doing physical activity which is desperately needed these days to fight the growing problem of
obesity in young children. When the older kids came from Land of Lakes and Almaguin Highlands,
they would then travel home on the same bus. The problem with the transportation issues began when
the board started having the elementary schools have a different start and end time to their school day
that did not correlate with Land of Lakes or Almaguin Highlands. That is when we started seeing
three different busses going past our house every afternoon, with a half hour to an hour difference in
time for each bus. That does not make sense at all.
With the size of our municipality, some of the children have to travel a long time on a bus just to arrive
at the public school. This is before adding an additional 30 minutes or more of bus time to attend
elementary school in another town. That is very tiring for a young child and is not conducive to learning.
You should be looking into the increased travel time you will be inflicting on each student now attending
Magnetawan Central School.

Yours truly,

Jeanette (Jay) Broome Submission, October 17, 2013
I am a parent with children at Evergreen Heights and as I am aware this does not affect my children
directly at this time, I am also aware that it could in the very near future.
I do not believe that a child in grade 7 and even grade 8 is ready to be integrated with high school
students yet and that this could very well affect their learning and the way they are able to integrate
with the other students. Why do you think that this would at all be beneficial to our children?
It is hard enough to start high school in grade 9 but I do believe that at this level they are a little
more prepared for the change and are older which does make a difference.
You will have more bullying I believe and as a result the drop out level will increase. We will find
ourselves once again with generation that is not educated well enough to earn a proper living to
survive in today's economy. So again I ask where is the benefit to our children?
The way things are today I believe we push our children to hard to grow up way too fast and be the
best and the smartest, We load them with so much and then expect them not to lash out or quit. I
find that we don't let them be children much anymore, some of our children are now starting school
at the age of 3 and I think this is too early. It wasn't that long ago they were encouraging you to still
breast feed until the age of 3 and now you are saying take them off the breast and send them on a
bus to school.
Now you want to take them in grade 7 at the age of 12 and say ok we are sending you into a world
of 16‐19 year olds and you will adjust....So again I ask where is the benefit to OUR children?
You are also talking about taking Tech ( shop) out of the school. I would like you to explain why? In
today's world we need people with technical training even more and now you want to take that
opportunity away. So this will remove the training that could lead to a scholarship in a trade and
lead to more education to children who would not otherwise have the chance for a higher
education. Again I ask how does this benefit our children?
You don't seem to care about how it affects the next generation at all only how it affects the mighty
dollar... So here is something maybe you will understand... If you put a group of children who are
unable to adjust to high school at a young age with all these older children... some will get pick on
and will not be able to adjust and will be to scared to speak up and will end up either dropping out
or skipping alot or even just giving up at a young age then you will have less children going on in
school, which will mean you will not have money going into College and Universities and you will
have a generation of people who now need government assistance to live etc...your homeless level
will increase...Which will also affect health care because they will have no money to take care of
themselves let alone a family...More money from the government...
This is the next generation to run our country and take care of all of you and you want to cut costs
which will affect them directly, without even thinking about their future.

Thank you, Jeanette (Jay) Broome

Via email to carrie.girard@nearnorthschools,ca
Linda Saunders
Charles Saunders

October 4, 2013
Near North District School Board
P0 Box 3110
North Bay, Ontario
P1B 8H1
Dear Board Members:
I would like to address the issue of the possible closure of Magnetawan Central School. This school
is the centre of our community and is an integral part of the economy of our municipality. When you
remove a school from a community, the economy suffers. When people consider whether they want
to move into a community, a prime concern is where their children will be attending school. They
tend to gravitate to the communities that have their own school, as they do not want to have their
children travelling for hours on a school bus.
The residents of the Municipality of Magnetawan contributed education taxes to your board in the
amount of $1 ,275, 101 in 201 1 $1 ,303,558 in 2012, and the amount in 2013 will be even higher. We
deserve to have a school in our community. If the Board wants to save money, they should be
reviewing their transportation costs.
,

We had three daughters attend Magnetawan Central School and they received the quality of
education a parent could wish for their children. The teachers cared for them, encouraged them and
provided extra tutoring when needed and when they attended the school, they were picked up by ç
bus in the morning and dropped off by one bus in the afternoon. They had time outside when they
got to school and longer recesses during the day, that allowed them to be active instead of sitting
around using electronic devices. We are trying to encourage our young people to be more active in
their daily lives, in order to cut back on the increased numbers of children suffering from obesity.
There is a time and place for electronics and a time and place for active play.
The problem with the transportation issues began when the board started having the elementary
schools have a different start and end time to their school day that did not correlate with Land of Lakes
or Almaguin Highlands. That is when we started seeing three different busses going past our house

every afternoon, with a half hour to an hour difference in time for each bus. That does not make
sense at all. Also, when all the children were travelling on the same bus, the older siblings watched
factor
out for their younger siblings, and other young children on the bus, thereby increasing the safety
of each bus route.
to
Our Municipality is very large and some of the younger children travel quite awhile on the bus just
to
get to Magnetawan Central School, and you want to add a minimum of 30 minutes or more to get
be
another school! That is very tiring for a young child and is not conducive to learning. You should
looking into the increased travel time you will be inflicting on each student now attending
Magnetawan Central School.

Yours truly,

Linda Saunders

Charles Saunders

SPEAKER 1

Fred Raaflaub Presentation for ARC #2, Oct. 30

SPEAKER 4
Do Not Send Grades 7 and 8 to Almaguin Highlands.
That would be both an unnecessary transition and perhaps detrimental. At the previous meeting the
principal indicated that the senior high school students considered Grade 7 and 8 a noisy intrusion. Thus
it seems the high school students would have a more peaceful learning atmosphere without them. Some
things would not be good for the 7's and 8's. Not all high school students are saints and some things
they say and do would be overheard and seen, such as where to get drugs or that drug use is exciting. It
would be unhealthy to put younger students where drugs would be more readily available as in high
school compared to elementary.. Though not intended for the youngest students, they should not be
viewing signs like "Abortion Information Available Here". Although another jurisdiction indicated the
availability of subject specialists in high school as an advantage, they also admitted that it was hard at
times to get both the older and younger students to have the feeling that the school was theirs.
Close M.A.Wittick School
This school has the greatest projected repair cost and Land of Lakes will accommodate all M.A.Wittick
students. Disruption is minimal. Transition would be from Burks Falls to Burks Falls; students will have
the same classmates, same friends, same village.
Keep Magnetawan Central Open
Though it may seem small and insignificant by comparison, it also has the smallest projected repair cost
some of which could be balanced by not having to increase busing. Busing costs will continue to increase
as closing the schools would mean extra busing and gasoline prices are not going to drop.
Bigger does not mean better. It has been pointed out that students from smaller schools generally
perform better later on. Contributing to that may be more possibility for individual attention, less
exhausting travel time, and having a greater sense of belonging because of being in their home
community. I know of some students who move in, like it, and would not want to go back to their
former school.
The community would benefit because every community should have a school. Some families will
move in only if there is a school there. If there is no school in Magnetawan, some families may stop at
Huntsville or stay in Toronto. Given the enthusiasm that some parents have for keeping the school, it
wouldn't be surprising that if the school goes, maybe a family would also. Thus it may be that Near
North District may end up with fewer students, some who would not come; some who would move
away..

Let Grades 7 and 8 Stay in Their Home Schools.
Less travel, greater sense of belonging thus good learning atmosphere are conditions that would also
apply to grades 7 and 8 remaining in their home schools of South River, Sundridge, Magnetawan, and

Fred Raaflaub Presentation for ARC #2, Oct. 30

Burks Falls. The home schools could accommodate them.
There would be a cost benefit because busing could be further reduced. As well as there being fewer
kilometers to drive, some smaller more fuel-efficient buses might be utilized.
I suggest this be accomplished by having the current grade 6's remain in their home schools as 7's next
year. The following year the new grade 8's could stay. Other than the minimal transition of M.A Wittick
to Land of Lakes there would be none next year and only between grade 8 and 9 in the future.

Re the Guiding Principles for Decisions, there may be some enhancement of accessibility under the
Board's proposal but with less busing, safety would be greater; the Community School Concept would be
enhanced; with less busing it should be sustainable financially; and transitions would be reduced.
Kindergarten should not be affected.

Thus I feel the best options for this area are:
1. Close M.A. Wittick
2. Keep Magnetawan Central Open
3.Keep Grades 7,8 in Their Home Community Schools

Fred Raaflaub

SPEAKER 5

SPEAKER 5

SPEAKER 6
Magnetawan Lions Club Presentation to Near North School Board
ARC Committee
There are six schools in this area under consideration for adjustments or closure. Only
Magnetawan is forecast to have an increase in enrolment through 2018. In addition, Magnetawan
has had a steady enrolment for more than a decade. Had the board not previously "poached"
grade 7 and 8 students from their local communities we likely would not be having this
discussion at all.
Burks Falls has two schools - one of which is facing imminent closure by the Ministry
due to a severe decline in enrolment (well below the provincial standards) In your decision
making process to solve the problem in Burks Falls we encourage you to practice civility, follow
the rules, and "do no harm" either socially or economically to the other communities or their
students.
The Magnetawan Lions Club has been and will continue to be a strong supporter of our
local school with many programs in the school paid and supported by the Lions Club. In
addition, the community contributes more than $1.3 million annually in education taxes,
many times more than any community on your list. We have reviewed the line items in your
projected capital expense budget for Magnetawan and found the numbers redundant
and ridiculous, as they were prepared more than a decade ago. Most do not apply today and
many of them are exactly the same number for very diverse expenditures - 24 hours in a day - 24
beers in a case - coincidence?
Realistically we see no reason to close Magnetawans only school. We do propose
however the following solution for your problem with the two schools in Burks Falls:
1. M.A. Wittick is already equipped and handling JK – Grade 6 students and does not need
a massive retrofit as Land O Lakes would. Therefore keep M.A. Wittick as your JK – 6
school in Burks Falls.
2. Close and sell Land O Lakes.
3. Leave Magnetawan open so that each town has one remaining school and Magnetawan
can continue to work on its current community growth plan.
4. Return all grade 7 and 8 students to their home community schools. The “model” in the
big city may be JK – 6 and 7 – 12 schooling but in rural areas of Ontario, especially the
north our children need to be schooled within their community, with much less travel.
Their education doesn’t change, only an unnecessary trip on a bus.
Results:
1. Eliminate the costs at Almaguin to accommodate 7 and 8.
2. Reduce surplus capacity by closing one of two schools in Burks Falls.
3. Minimize social and economic impacts in all communities including and especially
Magnetawan. (no school = no community)
4. Reduce stress on young children from too long bus rides and at the same time reduce
overall busing requirements and costs.

Financial Benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Save operating costs at Land O Lakes.
Save renovation costs at Land O Lakes.
Sell and convert to cash from Land O Lakes.
Reduce bussing costs.

Value to Students:
1. Less bus time and travel risk.
2. More inclusive education in their home community.
3. Stronger and permanent connection between school and community.
Value to Magnetawan:
1. The future of our school is the future of our community and our students drive our
success. Magnetawan is truly a great place to grow up.

Magnetawan Lions Club
John S. Hetherington
School Committee Chair

SPEAKER 7
Magnetawan & Area Business Association
RR#2 Sundridge, Ontario POA 1PO

PHONE:

705-387-4954

e-mail :: plpaul@hotmail.com website : www.magnetawanarea.com

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

PATTI PAUL
PRESIDENT

NANCY MESSERVEY
VICE PRESIDENT

BRENDA KING
TREASURER

LYNN WELLER
SECRETARY

WALTER REICH
PAST PRESIDENT

DIRECTORS::
VICTOR BELYEA
KAY BROWNELL

The Magnetawan Area Business Asssociation is very much against the closure of
our school: Magnetawan Central Public School. A village, without a school, loses the heart and soul of the community. Families with small children will not
want to settle in a town without a school. The first question a young family
asks is where is the school? Parents love small schools where they know their
child will get the attention they deserve. A school is an important part of a village.
Our association has been delivering Santa and Christmas gifts for each student
the last few years and the school spirit in that little school is visible. Children
get more attention and cannot fall through the cracks in a small school. Our
association has also been supporting the Breakfast Program for the last few
years and are happy to do that. Hungry children are not going to learn.
In this time when fuel costs are rising it does not make sense to put buses on
the road hauling our kids further from home and wasting their valuable time
sitting on a bus. We know how the roads are during the winter and having our
children on buses even longer poses more safety risks and could mean they
miss more school because of poor driving conditions.
It would help the numbers in our school to bring the grade seven and eights
back home to Magnetawan Central School. Many of the schools in the board
now are K—8 schools and we would like our school to be one of them.
If you think we are passionate about keeping our school—we are! Imagine a
little JK student having to sit on a bus for an hour one way to get to school. The
long ride home at the end of a long day for a 4 year old is just unimaginable! A
parent deciding where to live would not choose a place where that was the only answer to getting their small children to school.
Let’s keep the Magnetawan Central School open!
Yours truly,

Patti Paul (President of the Magnetawan Area Business Association)

SPEAKER 11
Dear Near North District School Board;

Below please find my submission to the Almaguin ARC meeting for Oct. 30, 2013.
Sincerely

Rob Learn

Parent of three Near North students.
To the voting ARC members – Do you remember being three? I have a couple f vague
memories from those years of my life. They aren’t very deep, more glancing images
that pass through my mind.
But age three mostly is a time that is wrapped in a mysterious innocent blanket of
childhood. I’m going to guess it is close to the same for most of you.

The age of three is significant in the decisions you have ahead of you to make in this
school closure process but it is the age many of our children begin their educational
journeys.

My own son Jack dutifully got on the bus for the first time at age three as did my
youngest Thomas. Fortunately the bus ride for them to South River was a short one.
If they had grown up where I did in Restoule that first trip into Kindergarten would
be well over an hour each way.
I remember my first trip to Powassan Junior Public School and meeting Michael
Mueller and Mary Beth Board for the first time on a relatively easy trip on a short
bus for half-day Kindergarten. I also remember being jammed on a 52-passenger
school bus for the trip home – a trip that often lasted an hour-and-a-half as I was
jostled about with the high school students, junior high students and whoever else
lived along Highway 534.
I was four years old and more than once fell asleep just waiting for the big bus to
arrive from Mapleridge to Powassan Junior and then waiting for mom or dad to
make the trip to Powassan to collect me.

Fortunately the long commute to and from Powassan was a short sentence of a year
and Grade 1 was conducted in the lovely two-room school in Restoule. For the next
six years I never had to get on or off the bus in the dark and as I got older I even had
the privilege of riding my bicycle to school and back – it’s hard to put a price on the
memories of those early morning rides in the cold air of fall.
But, if Magnetawan Central School is closed I’d like you to think about what the first
memories of three-year-olds from the Magnetawan area will be – standing in the

dark at 7:30 waiting for a bus to take them on a tiring journey to a strange town to
spend the day in dread of a just as long return trip to their driveway dropped off in
the dark back to their parents.
I’m pretty sure no one sitting up there is in favour of that.

The next thing I’d like you to consider is age nine. That’s the age some students
could start coming to our newly built high school at if the board’s preferred option is
what turns out to be the final product of this process.
Currently French Immersion in this part of the Almaguin Highlands begins in Grade
5. The board does its best to keep this a secret but that’s when it begins. We already
know Almaguin Highlands Secondary School wasn’t designed with a single solitary
thought being given to hosting Grades 7 and 8 let alone a Grade 5/6 contingent for a
second language education.
What we will be looking at is completely integrated learning environment for nine
to 19 year-olds – something other school boards with funding from the Ministry of
Education have spent millions of dollars to avoid. Just take a look the new Mattawa
French Catholic School.

But more to the point is I honestly believe in three years time there won’t be room
at the high school for these students. Despite the best efforts of the board’s
administration to damage the reputation of our high school it can’t be denied it is a
fantastic facility that is improving every year with community support for the
cafetorium, ski and cross country trails and more. This at the same time the Near
North is pushing Grade 7 and 8 students into the North Bay high schools of
Chippewa and West Ferris. What they are doing is solidifying a city student body in
those younger grades. I a couple years times the flow of students from Powassan
and area will switch directions when parents realize their kids are seen as countryhick outsiders.
I know I would much prefer to have my children come into the Grade 9 melting pot
that is Almaguin than trying to push their way into an existing school body which
already has established sports teams, drama troupes and the like.
Bastardizing our high school to jam in Grade 5, 6, 7 and 8 students will have the
same affect and only help push away students from Evergreen Heights, Argyle,
South Shore and Mapleridge.

It also won’t save any money operationally. If it was going to save money they would
put it in big bold letters.
They aren’t. What numbers they do share with us are more than two years old and
only tell us what they need to invest in our schools. Which is great. Our schools are
worth investing in. Our communities are worth investing in.

What do we pay taxes for, if not to have a school in our town and a roads to get
there?
But I digress.

You have a mountainous task ahead of you plagued with challenges not of your own
making. I hold out hope this board will do the right thing and hit the restart button
and let you provide properly reasoned solution.

But whatever happens I’d like you to remember that three year old child standing at
the end of their driveway waiting to go to their school.
-30-

SPEAKER 3
To the Members of the Accommodation Review Committee:
The Near North Board faces significant challenges related to the upkeep of its schools and
declining enrolments. However, rationalization based only on a statistical solution misses the
complex ecology of human communities. Local communities exist and are nurtured by several
intersecting factors including the spiritual, economic, environmental, recreational and
educational. Local communities represent a web of influences; touch the web at any place and
the whole system vibrates. Has the Near North Board taken into account the impact of closing
Magnetawan’s one school on employment opportunities, the housing market, church
congregations and the question of fair municipal taxation? (Summer lakeshore residents will
continue to pay a premium in taxes to support a school system that has no teaching presence
within the municipal bounds.) Our school is an integral part of our community.
The nub of the problem may be that, with the establishment of larger and larger areas under the
direction of a single school board, awareness of, and vital connection to, local communities tends
to decrease. This is true of the overall “macro” impact of board decisions on the web of
community life in small municipalities. It is also true of “micro” impacts. One example of this
latter category may be a lack of understanding of the realities of bussing. The Near North’s
preferred option to close Magnetawan Central School would mean bussing students from the
Magnetawan catchment area ever greater distances. Have the trustees commissioned a study on
the bussing question? It is conceivable that trustees familiar with urban contexts might imagine
that a trip from Magnetawan to Burk’s Falls, for example, is only twenty or twenty-five minutes
in duration. True enough -- if one is driving straight there without any stops to pick children up,
and without going down any side roads where they may happen to live. Suddenly it’s more like a
forty or fifty minute trip. And junior kindergarten children are among those being bussed the new
distance!
We have come to understand the influence of Big Business on communities when the boards of
international corporations headquartered in places like New York and Sao Paulo make decisions
affecting Canadian communities, communities about which they may know next to nothing. We
know also about Big Labour and Big Government. Now we have recognize the reality of Big
Education, the result of forced amalgamations of school districts by the Province, the influence
of passing fashions in education theory and a culture of “professionalization” in which directors
of education serve as corporate CEOs. One wonders whether the move to amalgamated school
districts actually has achieved any of the goals, including financial, that may have been intended.
Certainly, in rural communities the move has created geographic and cultural distance between
boards and their administrators and the communities they are mandated to serve.
An ARC process involves local representation on the committee and input from citizens – of
course. However, it is the Near North Board that finally will make the decision and the decisionmakers are functioning at too great a remove from the communities that their decision will affect.
Citizens cannot be blamed for suspecting that ARCs exist to give the appearance that affected

communities actually are sharing in making the hard decisions to close their schools. As in the
case of Local Health Initiative Networks, where the minimum catchment population is defined as
50,000, regional interests and consolidation plans trump any concern about locally available
emergency care. One result is that my family doctor, living and practising with considerable
dedication in a village community, is not permitted even to suture a cut. That, I guess, is one of
the effects of Big Health.
Moreover, with the ARC process, a significant imbalance of knowledge exists between Near
North senior staff and local citizens. While statistics are presented that appear to demonstrate a
drastic need for rationalization of resources, sufficient detail may not be available to determine
just how drastic the need is. For instance, while the table itemizing anticipated future repairs to
the Magnetawan school distinguishes degrees of priority for the repairs, it does not set out the
reasons for the need of repair. A simple tour of the Magnetawan building does not give evidence
of any glaring challenges. While built in 1949, it seems in good repair and appears perfectly
serviceable for its educational purpose.
One needs to underscore the fact that of the four local communities affected by the Near North
proposal, only the Municipality of Magnetawan stands to lose the presence of public education
entirely. This eventuality would be another factor in hollowing out this beautiful little
community. One of the guiding principles of the ARC is “Community School Concept satisfied.”
Perhaps this means something different to education insiders than it does to me. But to most
people it would seem to mean that, without more compelling reasons, closing Magnetawan
Central would be retrograde and against principle.
There are other options available, and I dare to hope that ARC members will explore them
thoroughly and present an alternative to the Near North Board.
Faithfully,
Peter Wyatt
29 Oct 13 (revised)

K-8, 9-12 and Grade Configuration Research:
A Compilation of Research Studies
Much of the research below was originally posted on our district website and is found
from research papers located at:
http://ceep.crc.uiuc.edu/poptopics/gradeconfig.html#configuration

How do grade configurations affect transitions?
The division of elementary schools into configurations that include fewer grades requires
that students make several transitions from one school to another. Researchers note that
transitions can be stressful for students:
Alspaugh (1999) found a significant achievement loss during each transition year.
He also found that some students regain what is lost in the following year, but it
would seem that students who make fewer transitions need fewer years to make
up for achievement losses caused by transitions.
Another study found that each time students switched schools, their feelings of
anonymity increased. Researchers who found that sixth-grade students in both
elementary and combination K-12 schools outperformed students in middle
schools or junior high schools considered the number of transitions a significant
factor. This study considered 8 schools with 7 different grade spans with student
populations of 82 to 1,200. The schools were located in both urban and rural
settings in 5 northwest states. The number of grades in the schools ranged from 1
to 11 (Paglin & Fager, 1997).
Another research study found that girls in early adolescence suffered from a drop
in self-esteem, extracurricular participation, and leadership behaviors when they
made the transition into middle school or junior high, but not if they remained in
an elementary school setting. This study found that the effects of this transition
lingered throughout the school years. For boys, the study found similar negative
effects in extracurricular participation and grades, but not in self-esteem, when
they made the transition into middle school or junior high. The authors concluded
that the relatively protected elementary school setting made the entry into
adolescence less stressful for both boys and girls. The students who had not had
the stress of the earlier transition seemed to cope better with the transition into
high school than did other students (Simmons & Blyth, 1987).
Franklin and Glascock (1996) found that sixth-grade boys experienced more
suspensions in middle schools or junior high schools than in elementary schools,
possibly related to the effects of the transition, the school organization, or school
size. This study was based on information gathered from all Louisiana public
schools during the 1992-1993 school year.

What factors do school districts consider when deciding on grade configuration?
Researchers at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory looked at eight schools
with seven different grade spans. They examined the history of each school's decision on
grade configuration along with observed advantages and disadvantages of each
configuration and principals' comments on the success of their programs (Paglin & Fager,
1997). Based on this research, Paglin and Fager compiled a list of nine factors that school
districts might want to consider when making decisions about grade configurations of
individual schools:
•

the cost and length of student travel, particularly in a school district that
covers a large area

•

a possible increase or decrease in parent involvement, possibly affected by the
distance to the school and the number of schools a family's children attend

•

the number of students at each grade level, which may affect class groupings
and courses offered

•

the effect of school setting on achievement, particularly for grades 6-9

•

effect on whether the neighborhood schools close or remain open

•

the number of school transitions for students

•

the opportunities for interaction between age groups

•

the influence of older students on younger students

•

the building design-is it suitable for only a few or for several grade levels?

Paglin and Fager concluded that designing a school system to use a particular span of
grades in individual schools will not in itself guarantee that students will learn well and
be well adjusted.
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Revival of the K-8 School
Criticism of middle schools fuels renewed interest in a school configuration of
yesteryear
By Priscilla Pardini
L ess than one year after signing on as chief executive officer of the 77,000-student
Cleveland schools in late 1998, Barbara Byrd-Bennett came to the conclusion that
the district’s 25 middle schools were failing. Overall, test scores plummeted once
students reached 6th grade and absence and suspension rates soared.
Byrd-Bennett concluded that Cleveland’s middle school model, mandated by the courts
to address overcrowding, had not been well thought out. The schools were too big.
Teachers had not been adequately trained in, nor had the resources to implement, a true
middle school philosophy. Beyond that, Byrd-Bennett had come to believe that the
configuration of grades 6-8 that prevailed in Cleveland’s middle schools actually worked
against the needs of young adolescents.
“Here we were,” she says, “taking children at 10—at their most delicate—and ripping
them from a stable school environment. Then we put them in a new school where they
had to move from class to class, learning to deal with a series of other adults while they
were still learning to deal with each other.”
Her solution was this: Begin phasing out middle schools and replace them with K-8
elementary schools. Says Byrd-Bennett, “We wanted to extend the stability of the school
environment, to address the needs of the kids rather than make them fit into a particular
structure.”
Since the 1999-2000 school year, 21 Cleveland schools have been reconfigured or are in
the process of being reconfigured to accommodate kindergarten through 8th grade. The
results have been significant, with 6th graders in K-8 schools posting better attendance
and higher standardized test scores than their peers in middle school. Down the road,
predicts Byrd-Bennett, “We’ll basically be a K-8 district.”
A Trend Begins
Byrd-Bennett is not the only school system leader singing the praises of the K-8 model.
In fact, more and more school districts—urban, suburban and rural—are scrapping their
middle schools in favor of K-8s. The move is being prompted by several factors,
including growing discontent with middle schools, the district’s own research on the link
between grade configuration and academic achievement and the wishes of parents.

Consider:
* The 43,000-student Cincinnati Public School District completed its five-year transition
to K-8 schools in June 2000. Kathleen Ware, associate superintendent, says the move
came largely in response to parental dissatisfaction with the district’s middle schools.
“It’s worked very well,” says Ware of the shift, noting that discipline problems and
absenteeism have declined while overall student achievement has improved. She
concedes that other variables prevent her from attributing all the student gains to the K-8
model. Yet, she says, “We’re very pleased with it. And parents here like it so much I
don’t think they would give it up.”
* In Philadelphia, a school district empowerment plan calls for converting middle schools
to K-8 schools where feasible. The move is based largely on the results of a school
district study that found 8th graders in K-8 schools scoring significantly higher than those
in middle school on standardized tests of achievement in reading, mathematics and
science. The study is particularly noteworthy because researchers controlled for the
effects of poverty and race.
* In the Everett, Mass., Public Schools, a district of 5,600 students in suburban Boston,
all five elementary schools will have been converted to K-8s by next year. Superintendent
Fred Foresteire says he is convinced K-8 schools provide “a better atmosphere where no
child falls through the cracks.”
* In rural Fayetteville, Tenn., all 4,300 students will be attending K-8 schools by next
fall. The move, which involves reconfiguring four K-6 elementary schools, is designed in
part to address a nearly 30 percent dropout rate.
Under the new plan, middle-level students will attend schools closer to home. “We want
them to stay in their own communities,” says Wanda Sisk, supervisor of instructional
programs for the Lincoln County Department of Education. “In the elementary schools,
the principals know all the kids and their families well.”
* In the Baltimore city system, a move toward K-8 schools is an integral part of a major
school reorganization plan, which calls for doubling the number of K-8 schools to 34
over the next three years. In the words of Superintendent Carmen Russo, the district aims
to “create smaller learning communities that would better meet the needs of our
students.”
* Oklahoma City residents last fall approved the expenditure of $530 million over the
next seven years to finance a school reform plan that includes renovating every school in
the district. The plan, which is intended to stem the exodus of students from the district
after completing elementary school, will reconfigure most district elementary schools
into K-8 buildings.
To be sure, the middle school model still predominates. According to data from the
National Center for Education Statistics for the 1999-2000 school year, the most recent
available, a total of 26,130 elementary schools served students through either 5th or 6th
grade, compared with 3,249 schools that top out at 8th grade. Still, several school leaders

whose districts are returning to the K-8 model believe they are part of a growing
movement.
“What we’re doing is not an indictment of middle schools,” says Russo, whose district
enrolls about 96,000 students. “We have 6-8 schools that are fine and doing a wonderful
job. But they are not in the majority. And we have found more and more districts doing
what we’re doing. I believe it is definitely a trend.” Ware says she has received numerous
calls from other superintendents curious about Cincinnati’s conversion to K-8 schools. “I
think there must be a lot of interest out there,” she says.
William Moloney, commissioner of the Colorado Department of Education and a former
district superintendent, has been trying to sell state legislators on creating more K-8
schools since 1998. It’s a move he believes can drastically improve schools at a relatively
low cost. Meanwhile, he is encouraged by the resurgence of interest in K-8s elsewhere,
calling the movement the “next big idea” in school reform.
The K-8 Tradition
Granted, there is nothing new about K-8 schools. They dominated the landscape of public
education in America up until the middle of the 20th century and are still the norm for
private schools, both religious and secular. K-8 schools are also popular overseas,
something Moloney discovered during his four-year tenure as director of the American
School in London. “They were doing things in Europe in a fundamentally different way
and getting better results,” he says
One of the first things Moloney noticed was a preponderance of small K-8 schools where
students stayed with the same teacher for more than one year. He came to find out that
the United States is virtually the only nation where elementary school students spend
time in a middle or junior high school before entering high school
But even here, some public school systems, such as the Chicago Public Schools, always
have been primarily K-8 districts. James P. Maloney, a former executive deputy
superintendent in Chicago, recalls only a few deviations from the K-8 model, prompted
by a wave of migration from the South in the 1950s and ‘60s that resulted in severely
overcrowded elementary schools. Relief came in the form of several upper grade centers,
housing as many as 2,000 students in 7th and 8th grades. More recently, a few high
schools, including Whitney Young, one of the city’s best, have expanded to serve
students in grades 7-12.
Overall, says Maloney, junior highs and middle schools have never been popular in
Chicago. A district employee for 48 years who now serves as a consultant to the Chicago
school board, Maloney says officials stuck with K-8 schools largely because they cost
less to build and operate than middle schools or junior highs. In addition, parents prefer
“having their children in one school for that eight-year cycle.”
Chicago’s resistance to the middle school movement, however, was the exception,
particularly among big-city districts. According to researchers William Alexander and
C.K. McEwin, four of five high school students graduating in 1920 had attended a K-8

elementary school followed by a four-year high school. However, by 1960, four of five
graduates reported attending an elementary school, a three-year junior high and a threeyear senior high. Junior highs, which aimed to prepare students for high school, began
disappearing in the mid-1960s. According to the NCES, there were 11,712 middle
schools by 1993, about three for every junior high.
Under Fire
Still, the middle school’s star clearly has fallen. By the mid-1990s, schools that were
once praised for their team teaching, flexible schedules and interdisciplinary instruction,
found themselves under attack for placing too much emphasis on creating a nurturing
environment for students and too little on their academic progress.
One red flag came in the findings of the Third International Mathematics and Science
Study, which showed a sharp decrease in student achievement in mathematics and
science between 4th and 8th grades. The study’s results prompted former U.S. Secretary of
Education Richard W. Riley, in his 1998 state of American education speech, to declare:
“While we do a very good job at teaching math and science in the early years, we begin
to drift in the middle years and fall behind the international standard of excellence.”
Marc S. Tucker and Judy B. Codding of the National Center on Education and the
Economy were much more blunt in their assessment of the problem in their book
Standards for Our Schools: How to Set Them, Measure Them and Reach Them,
proclaiming America’s middle schools “the wasteland of our primary and secondary
landscape.”
“One thing is clear,” summed up Education Week’s Ann Bradley, in “Muddle in the
Middle,” her 1998 seminal article on the subject. “The middle school movement is on the
defensive.”
Sue Swaim, executive director of the National Middle Schools Association, says current
dissatisfaction with middle schools and a shift to more K-8 programs may be based on
faulty reasoning. “We have a strong body of knowledge, based on research and practice,
that says when the middle school concept is fully implemented with consistency and over
time, it works,” she says. “So the first thing I would have to ask is whether these districts
that are returning to K-8 schools have fully implemented the middle school concept.
Unfortunately, we know that a lot of places simply changed the name over the door and
changed the grade configuration in the building. That doesn’t make a true middle
school.”
In fact, Swaim says good programs for middle-level students can be found in schools
spanning any number of grades. “You find them in K-8s, 5-8s and 7-12s,” she says. “The
important thing is focusing on what’s right for kids from 10 to 14.”
Limited Research
David Hough, dean of the College of Education at Southwest Missouri State University
and editor of the National Middle School Research Journal, has studied the relationship

between a school’s grade span and its ability to implement programs characteristic of
exemplary middle schools. The ideal setting for quality middle-level education is what
Hough calls “elemiddle” schools—those that include both primary and middle grades
where there is a specific focus on implementing effective middle-level programs.
According to Hough, most true elemiddle schools are K-8s, although some may be 4-8s
or 5-8s. “We found that K-8 schools were better able to implement the so-called middle
school program components than any other schools we looked at,” he says.
That’s largely because teachers working in K-8 schools, trained to teach elementary
students, bring a student-centered approach to their teaching. “They’re used to teaming,
planning together and working with the same group of students,” Hough says. “In
secondary [school] situations, the math teacher doesn’t even know which students his
colleague in the English Department has in his class.”
Foresteire, the superintendent in Everett, Mass., sees it all the time. “Teachers at the
secondary level focus on content and don’t want to get into the personal stuff with kids.
For elementary teachers, it’s just part of their day.” Now that elementary and secondary
teachers are working together in two K-8 schools in his district, secondary teachers are
observing firsthand “how much work, energy and spirit those elementary teachers have.”
Adds Foresteire: “It’s rubbing off.”
Hough, who is familiar with the research on middle-level education, says no empirical,
large-scale study has examined the relationship between grade configuration and student
achievement. What research there is, qualitative and anecdotal, has found that 8th graders
in K-8 schools and 6th graders in K-6 and K-8 schools outperformed their peers attending
middle and junior high schools. Other researchers have documented a drop in student
achievement during transition years.
Given the lack of definitive national research, school officials pondering whether to
abandon their middle schools in favor of K-8s generally turn to local data. In Fayetteville,
Tenn., the school board moved to K-8 schools in hopes of stemming a discernible drop in
achievement between 6th and 7th grades when students moved from one school to
another. In the 40,000-student Oklahoma City Public Schools, officials determined that
one middle school failed to attract more than half of the elementary students feeding into
it. The school eventually will be phased out, and its feeder schools reconfigured into K-8
buildings.
An analysis of data in Baltimore helped convince the board to support a move to more K8s. Says Russo: “By and large, attendance, dropout rates and student test scores were
better for children attending K-8 schools than for those in middle schools.”
In Cleveland, one year into the transition to more K-8 schools, a similar analysis
confirmed for officials that they were moving in the right direction. While only 6.8
percent of 6th-grade students districtwide passed the Ohio Proficiency Test, an average of
31.5 percent of students in four newly configured K-8 schools passed the test. A year
later, 6th-grade students in K-8 schools posted pass rates 18 percent higher in reading and
23 percent higher in math than their peers in 6-8 schools.

The most comprehensive local study may be the one run by Robert Offenberg, senior
policy researcher for the 200,000-student School District of Philadelphia. The three-year
study unearthed what he calls “statistically significant evidence” that K-8 schools were
more effective than middle schools in terms of 8th-grade performance on the Stanford
Achievement Tests, high school placement and freshman-year letter grades.
Offenberg says district administrators long had been aware that 8th-graders at K-8
schools typically outperformed 8th-graders in middle schools, but they had assumed it
was because K-8 schools enrolled more middle-class students. Because his study
controlled for socioeconomic status and ethnic background, Offenberg was able to prove
that those variables were not responsible for all of the differences.
Further analysis suggested one explanation: the smaller number of students per grade in
K-8 schools than in middle schools. “That means in a K-8 school, the teachers probably
know more kids better than in a middle school,” says Offenberg. “They’re more likely to
talk about the pool of kids coming up the next year and are better able to sort kids out and
know them as individuals.”
More Intimate
Moloney, Colorado’s education commissioner, is just one official who believes K-8
schools succeed because they provide a more personal, intimate environment than middle
schools or junior highs. As he likes to put it, “K-8s are the place where everybody knows
your name.” That’s largely because the longer students stay in one school, the more
relationships they form with teachers and other adults. And the more such relationships,
the stronger a student’s support system and likelihood of success.
Baltimore’s Russo faults most middle schools because they are too big to fulfill one of
their primary missions: to support and nurture young adolescents at a time in their lives
when they need extra support. In fact, it’s much easier, she says, to nurture 10- to 14year-olds in a K-8 setting “because you don’t have as many children in that age group.
Kay Hymowitz, a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute and author of Children and
Popular Culture, points out that forces in today’s society are pushing 10- to 14-year olds
to “grow up fast.” She believes K-8 schools “are in a better position [than middle
schools] to remind us all, not just kids, but parents and the entire community too, that
these are still children and should be treated as such.” Yet, at the same time, K-8 schools
provide the ideal environment to begin fostering leadership in young adolescents. “Why
not put them in a place where they can learn to be more responsible?” Hymowitz asks.
That’s exactly what’s happening in Fayetteville, where older children serve as bus
monitors and undertake service projects, while “the little kids have someone to look up
to,” says Sisk, the district’s supervisor of instructional programs. “The bigger kids love it,
and it’s definitely stimulating leadership.”
Combining early elementary and middle grades in the same building also improves
student behavior. Oklahoma City 6th and 7th graders now attending what once was a K-5

school have cleaned up their language. “It was an unintended consequence, but part of the
impact of being around younger children,” says Weitzel, the superintendent.
Parent Support
The growing support for K-8 schools also extends to parents. In fact, Ware says parental
dissatisfaction with middle schools was one of the main reasons for the shift to K-8s in
Cincinnati. She describes a scenario common in urban districts. “We’d have families that
stayed with us through the elementary years, but then leave when their children got to
middle school.” The reason? Discipline problems, high suspension and expulsion rates,
poor attendance, lack of achievement. Their destination? “To our parochial school
counterparts,” says Ware, “which had always been K-8, 9-12 schools.”
Parents in Baltimore, often citing safety issues, were also instrumental in convincing
school officials to create more K-8 schools. “Most K-8 schools are neighborhood schools,
and parents felt more comfortable keeping their children closer to home,” says Russo.
Weitzel, in Oklahoma City, likes the fact that parents are more inclined to stay connected
to and involved in K-8 schools than in middle schools—a factor that correlates highly
with student success in school. “Typically, when a kid graduates from a K-6, parents
disconnect,” he says. “That’s one of the strengths of the elementary structure we’re able
to capitalize on.”
A New K-8 Model
If the K-8 school is a comfortable, familiar setting for students and parents, the
curriculum in place at the new K-8s is far from traditional. “Just because we’re returning
to K-8 schools doesn’t mean the way we deliver instruction is the same or that what
we’re teaching is the same,” says Russo. “There’s no point in reorganizing the deck
chairs on the Titanic unless you deal with the real meat of what we’re trying to do, which
is improve instruction.” Jeanne Vissa, director of teacher education at the University of
Pennsylvania and a consultant to the Philadelphia School District, agrees. “I’d have
concerns if the structure of the middle grades mimics the elementary school,” she says.
In many cases, the new schools are being designed along the lines of Hough’s elemiddle
model, or as more than one official put it, a combination of the best of both the
elementary and middle school worlds. So while students get the support and nurturing
they need, they also are being prepared to make a smooth transition to high school.
That means middle-level students change classes, generally working with a team of three
or four teachers, each of whom teaches one or two subjects. The new schools also
provide facilities and programs once considered middle-school fare: science labs, foreign
language classes and algebra in the 8th grade. And classroom lessons focus more on
project-based learning and problem-solving activities than in the lower grades.
Vissa, who is helping design a middle-grades teacher education program at the University
of Pennsylvania, hopes such practices become the norm. The program, planned to debut
in the summer of 2003, aims to “champion the kind of teacher education needed for

middle grades [and] attract a prospective teaching force that appreciates the wonder of
those middle years.”
Sundry Challenges
Addressing the academic needs of middle-level students in a K-8 school calls on teachers
to pay more attention to curriculum content, says Vissa. “And it is the rare elementarycertified teacher who can do that.” Nevertheless, she says, it still can be easier to staff K8 schools than middle schools, which are often viewed by teachers as less-desirable
places to work and therefore subject to far greater teacher turnover than K-8 buildings
K-8 schools also need to provide strong co-curricular programs that give older students
the chance to produce a newspaper or participate in a band or drama program.
“Sometimes in a small neighborhood school environment that’s hard to do,” says Vissa.
“So as districts face these decisions about whether to go to K-8, they need to look at how
they can support these experiences.”
In some districts, the move to K-8 schools can be stymied by demographics and/or
inadequate infrastructure. Joseph Jacovino, deputy academic officer in the School District
of Philadelphia, says K-8 schools are not feasible in all neighborhoods. “You have to
look at feeder patterns and ask whether a community can support a K-8.”
In some cases, existing elementary schools are too small to accommodate additional
grades. In Cleveland, officials also had to determine if gymnasiums and bathrooms
designed for younger children could be modified for older students.
Money also can be an issue. A $1 billion bond issue passed by Cleveland voters last May
will be used, in part, to reconfigure and enlarge existing K-5 schools. On the other hand,
such modifications can be far less expensive than building new middle schools.
Foresteire expects that moving to K-8 schools in his suburban Massachusetts district,
which will reduce the total number of schools from 11 to 6, ultimately will lower
districtwide energy and maintenance costs.
Changing a school’s configuration can be done any number of ways. In most places, the
new grade span is phased in over several years, usually with K-5 and K-6 schools adding
one grade a year. In Baltimore, Russo says one large 6-8 middle school will “work
backwards,” one grade at a time, until it is a K-8.
Byrd-Bennett advises superintendents interested in returning to the K-8 model to start
with a single school in need of improvement. “Confront the data,” she advises, “and then
discuss what you want to do with the teachers, the parents, the community.”
Jacovino, in Philadelphia, says he would start with a successful K-5 or K-6 school where
students are making good progress. “The ideal place to expand is one where the staff and
parents see the value of extending a positive environment through the 8th grade.”

The Case for the Elemiddle School
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by David L. Hough
The question that has plagued educational policy makers for years is how to group
students too mature for elementary school and too immature for secondary school to
maximize their potential for success in school. Should they be in a junior high school
housing grades 7-8 or 7-9, a middle school housing grades 5-8 or 6-8, a high school
housing grades 7-12, or in some configuration more aligned to the elementary school?
While the necessarily equivocal answer is "It depends," a growing body of research
indicates that a specific type of K-8 school, what I call the "elemiddle" school, may be
the best answer (Hough 1995).
For the past 40 years or more, scholars have noted and attempted to explain the changing
demographics relative to school grade-span configurations. But merely counting the
number of schools that have changed their grade-span configurations doesn't tell us
anything about what program changes are taking place within those schools, nor in which
type of school young adolescents are learning best. Too many schools have changed their
grade configurations to 6-8 and called themselves middle schools without substantively
changing their programs, policies, practices, instructional processes, or curricula.
A recent study of research conducted over the last dozen years indicates that the key
question regarding the impact of middle-grades education on student achievement has yet
to be addressed on the national level (Hough et al. 2003 in process). Although much of
the current body of information is a product of self-reporting by individual schools and
school districts, data often document improved student achievement for middle-grades
students attending K-8 elemiddle schools. In addition, research indicates a significantly
higher level of middle-level programs, policies, and practices in K-8 than in 6-8 schools
(Hough 1991a, 1991b, 1995, 1997, and 2003 in process).
"We've Been Doing That for Years"
You can't effectively create change and implement middle-level programs if the people
doing the work don't believe in them. The most effective curriculum is the one teachers
buy into. Because the middle school philosophy is more closely aligned with the childcentered philosophy of the elementary school than with the subject-centered approach of
the high school, middle school practices are more acceptable and easier to achieve with
elementary-trained teachers.

For example, many career elementary school teachers when they first learn of middle
school programs, policies, and practices are quick to say, "We've been doing that for
years." Integrating subject matter, as well as learner outcomes and objectives, into
thematic units; promoting intramural sports; advising students; exploring nontraditional
subject matter; and meeting with other teachers on a regular basis to plan and present
instruction to a common group of students are all promising middle school practices that
are familiar to many elementary school teachers.
Perhaps it is easier to implement these middle school concepts in K-8 elemiddle schools
because the climate for teaching both children and adolescents is already in place. A
program that maintains stability of student attrition across grade levels and sustains a
nurturing environment can help students make the transition from childhood to young
adolescence at various stages between grades 4 and 8. Addressing this transition without
changing schools is a significant strength of the K-8 elemiddle school. More
opportunities exist to match developmentally appropriate instruction with a critical mass
of students across grade levels.
Another strength of the K-8 schools is the ease with which some middle-level practices
can be implemented. For example, many eighth graders not reading at grade level have
shown improvement as a result of having tutored a student in a lower grade, say the
fourth or fifth. This type of cross-age tutoring can be easily accomplished and supervised
when the students are in the same K-8 building.
Teacher teaming across grade levels is another middle-level concept that most teachers in
K-8 schools tend to accept. In fact, having a common time to plan together for instruction
is considered a perk by many teachers, who have very little planning time during the
school day in a traditional elementary school.
What Principals Need to Know
Principals of K-8 and middle schools would be well advised to learn, understand, and
apply middle-level education programs, practices, and policies for students ages 10 to 14.
Also, make sure that your staffs, parents, and communities understand what the middle
school concept actually entails. Whenever possible, make every effort to hire teachers
who have been trained to teach young adolescents. Those holding elementary and/or
middle school teaching certification should be given priority over those holding
secondary school certification.
Principals need to understand that young adolescents mature at vastly different rates and
at different stages between grades 4 and 10. Some fourth- and fifth-grade students may be

ready for departmentalized classrooms while some sixth and seventh graders are not.
Transitioning students from classrooms designed for children to those designed for young
adolescents cannot be done effectively by treating all students as though they develop
physically, emotionally, socially, and cognitively at the same rates. Principals should not
only recognize and appreciate the stages of human growth and development that
constitute young adolescence, they should also take the lead in helping students, parents,
and teachers celebrate it.
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Elementary School Grade Span Configuration: New Evidence on Student
Achievement, Achievement Equity, and Cost Efficiency
by: Kathy Gregg
A feasibility study is underway in Prospect Heights Public School District 23. It will
examine a change to the current configuration of the district’s three elementary schools.
The change would set aside the district’s current neighborhood schools in which students
attend a school from kindergarten through fifth grade according to geographic boundaries
within the district. This configuration would give way to a “grade level center”
configuration, which would include fewer grades per school and more students per grade.
The conversion would require the consolidation of student populations and the
elimination of district boundaries. Specifically, all children in the district would attend
all three elementary schools, Eisenhower, Ross, and Sullivan, for two years before going
to MacArthur Middle School for three years. (Warren, School Board Meeting, October 1,
2002). The district has opaquely advised the community that this initiative will be used in
“further developing its format in long-range planning ” (Bearwald, 2002).
The term “grade span” refers to the number of grade levels in a school building. “Grade
configuration” identifies which grades are taught in a school building. Currently the
district’s four schools have four different grade spans with four different grade
configurations. Eisenhower School has the broadest grade span; students span grade
levels kindergarten through fifth grade. Ross School spans grade levels pre-kindergarten
through second grade. Sullivan School spans grade levels three through five. MacArthur
Middle School spans grade levels six through eight (I.S.B.E., 2001). The ongoing
feasibility study will not propose specific grade combinations for the elementary schools,
and the district has determined it will not adjust the middle school grade span (Warren,
School Board Meeting, October 1, 2002).
The belief of many policymakers and educators that grade configuration simply didn’t
matter educationally was unchallenged until recent research. Support or criticism of a
particular school configuration or size was based on purely anecdotal experiences. Today,
however, a substantial body of new research demonstrates that decreasing grade spans,
thereby increasing the number of students per grade, and multiplying students’ transitions
from school to school negatively impacts student achievement.
This new research suggests that the most equitable and cost efficient means of delivering
high student achievement is through smaller schools with broader grade spans. District
policymakers should analyze and consider the findings of this new body of research
before moving in an opposite direction. The decision the district makes will not only
impact student achievement in this district, it will also effect the students’ success as they
transition into large public high schools that are part of the extremely large District 214.
Although all residents of this district have a stake in the efficient use of tax revenues,
those revenues should, first and foremost, be used to deliver education in the best and
most equitable manner.
Transitioning Negatively Effects Student Outcomes

Transitioning refers to the movement of students from school building to school building.
Schools with narrow grade spans and fewer grade levels per building experience frequent
student turnover. For example, if District 23 implements a configuration requiring
students to attend each of its four schools, students will experience four transitions by the
time they reach high school. John W. Alspaugh (1998), Professor of the University of
Missouri’s School of Education and Counseling Psychology, conducted research that
correlated poor educational outcomes with students’ learning instability resulting from
school transitions:
There is a consistent student achievement loss associated with the transition from
self-contained elementary schools to intermediate-level schools. The
achievement loss in reading, mathematics, science, and social studies occurred
when the transition was at grade 5, 6, 7, or 8. Student achievement scores tended
to recover to their pre-transition levels in the year following the transition. In
Alspaugh and Harting, it appeared that the size and organization of the school
districts might be related to the transition loss. (p.20)
The publication to which Alspaugh refers in the preceding quotation reported the findings
from a study that compared K-4 schools with K-8 schools. (Alspaugh and Harting, 1995,
Abstract). We can expect reconfiguring District 23 would cause transitional achievement
loss not only as students move from fifth grade to middle school, but for each of the four
transitions students would suffer by the time they enter high school. In fact, a plan
requiring students to attend every school in District 23 would require that every year the
students would either be suffering transitional achievement loss or be making up for it.
Will District 23 students be able to keep up with the increasing educational demands of
our state and society given that disadvantage?
Additionally, students do not appear to “get used to” transitioning over time. Previous
experience with making transitions does not moderate the achievement loss of the new
transition. (Alspaugh, 1998 p. 21-3). This achievement loss is not ameliorated by
practices intended to help students make transitions. Alspaugh restates the 1997
Pamperien research that “found that the implementation of middle school practices had
little influence on the student achievement scores” (Alspaugh, 1998 p. 25).
Students that attended middle schools experienced greater achievement loss in the
transition to high school than students that attended schools configured as kindergarten
though eighth grade (Alspaugh, 2000, p. 3). Researchers Seidman and Alspaugh
determined:
As the number of school-to-school transitions increased, there was an associated increase
in the high school dropout rates (. . .) The increased high school dropout rates for the
students attending middle schools may have been associated with the achievement losses
and the double transitions at Grades 6 and 9 (. . .) The students attending larger schools
tended to experience more transitions than the students in smaller schools. The schools
with two transitions had higher dropout rates than the schools with only one
transition.(Alspaugh, 1998, p. 23-25)

Given these findings, it would appear obvious that a district requiring four transitions
from kindergarten to high school would cause a higher dropout rate than a district
requiring only one or two transitions. Alspaugh’s (1998) study demonstrates that
students placed in relatively small groups for long spans of time tend to experience better
educational outcomes, these better outcomes overlap into the students’ high school
education (p. 25).
Multiple transitions cause other negative outcomes. Ron Renchler (2000), a research
analyst and writer for the ERIC clearinghouse on Educational Management at the
University of Oregon, stated that school transitions impose stress on students and
negatively influence schools’ identity and sense of community (p. 6). Thomas Moffitt’s
1996 dissertation presented to Miami University at Ohio studied the impact of a district’s
elementary grade span structure on family-school partnerships. He stressed the
importance of family-school relationships on educational outcomes: The studies added
tremendously to our knowledge about the contributions families made to their children’s
success, and the support families need from educators to guide their children successfully
through their schooling. When parents are involved, children do better in school and go
to better schools. (p. 24-25)
However, Moffit’s research concluded that schools with narrow grade configurations
have a negative impact on family-school partnerships (p. 195).
Finally, the challenges for families with children in narrowly spanned “grade level
centers” involve more than matters of convenience and preference. Dr. Craig Howley
(2002), former Director of ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools
and Adjunct Professor of Ohio University, suggests that each transition from one
narrowly configured school to another seems to disrupt the social structure in which
learning takes place (p.27).
That disruption includes the decrease in time families have to contribute to the education
of their children when their children attend multiple schools within a district.
Narrow grade span configurations not only cause the negative impacts of multiple
transitions discussed above, they also cause a host of problems associated with larger
school size.
Narrower Grade Spans Result in Larger Schools
The majority of today’s research scholars apply the common metric of the number of
students per grade to define a school’s size. Measuring student populations using total
enrollment gives only half the picture when describing school size (Howley, 2001, p. 4).
In fact, when a school contains fewer grades per building, more children per grade attend
that school and the dynamic of a larger school setting is created (Howley, 2000, p. 2).
Thus, two schools with exactly the same total enrollment can actually have a completely
different size dynamic depending on their grade spans. Howley (2000) believes
enrollment per grade is a more useful and improved measure of a school’s size (p.2).

Consider District 23’s current configuration using Howley’s metric. Sullivan, which has
the same number of students as Eisenhower (335), would be considered to have the
dynamic of a school twice the size of Eisenhower. Bear in mind, Sullivan, a 3-5 school,
has a grade span half the size of Eisenhower’s, a K-5 school. The same size metric
would be true of a comparison of Eisenhower to Ross, which enrolls 300 students in three
grade levels. MacArthur would be considered to have the dynamic of a school about four
times the size of Eisenhower, as MacArthur’s almost 600 students span only three grade
levels.
Narrowing District 23’s grade span would therefore increase the size of each of its three
elementary schools. So what, you might wonder?
Smalls Schools Increase Achievement Level
In prior years, only a few studies had been conducted on school size and grade spans, and
the findings had been intriguing, but inconclusive. Today’s research and initiatives are
more numerous, and researchers are more comfortable with making strong claims and
assertions, such as Howley’s (2000) response to the Walberg and Fowler studies, “[t]hese
and other findings suggest that small schools are universally better” (p.5). Alspaugh
(1998), asserts similar findings, “[l]ow SES [socio-economic status] tends to have limited
influence on students achievement in small schools” (p. 21). William Duncombe (2002),
Professor of Public Administration and Senior Research Associate of the Center for
Policy Research at the Maxwell School of Syracuse University, recently published an
economic update of the most cost effective size of school. He shared Howley’s 1996
contention that, “(. . .) more recent research on student performance in schools indicates
that small schools may be beautiful. ‘All else equal, small schools have evident
advantages for achievement” (p. 246). Duncombe’s (2002) study also cited evidence that
small to moderately size elementary schools may optimally balance economies of size
with the potential negative effects of large schools (p. 245). Economy of size refers to
the most efficient use of capital. Howley (2000) and Duncombe (2002) agree a small
school size would be found between 200 and 500 students depending on grade span
configuration (p. 3, p. 245).
Renewed interest in small school size is growing nationwide. Patricia Wasley (2002),
Dean and Professor of Educational Leadership, College of Education, University of
Washington, applauds small school initiatives in New York, Boston and Chicago that are
receiving funding from the U.S. Department of Education, and private foundations like
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundations, the Pew Charitable Trust, and the Joyce
Foundation (p. 7). In fact, two Chicago high schools involved in the new small school
initiative, Northside College Preparatory High School and Young Magnet High School,
unseated the long standing New Trier Township High School last year as the number one
high school in the state (I.S.B.E.). Tellingly, several years ago the Wilmette school
districts that feed into New Trier reconfigured, adding one elementary school transition
before high school (I.S.B.E.).
Of the many things that effect student achievement level, socio-economic status (SES)
has a major influence. Common SES factors include race and ethnicity, income or

poverty, adult education, special needs, limited English proficiency, and the percentage
of secondary students in the district
(Duncombe, 2002, p. 250). In support of the argument that small schools reduce the
negative effects of some SES factors, Howley (2000) included Walberg’s and Fowler’s
1987-94 research, which imposed controls for SES, thereby removing the influence of
SES. The studies showed that smaller schools outperformed larger schools on a level
playing field, and they were more cost-effective than larger schools and districts in
producing achievement (p. 5).
Additionally, Howley’s (2000) research asserts that at smaller schools, regardless of
economic affluence, achievement is more equitable than in larger schools. The strongest
influence of school size on achievement equity was realized in the small size category of
300 or fewer students (p. 3-4). “This effect was so strong that Montana’s smaller
schools, with higher levels of poverty, actually outperformed its larger schools.” (p. 5)
Two studies (Fetler 1989; Pittman and Haughwout 1987) suggest that smaller size may
improve odds for collaboration, communication, and common purpose (Howley, 2000 6).
Wasley (2002) makes similar claims based on personal experience and professional
research:
Over the years, I have taught students at nearly every level, from 3rd grade
through graduate school. As a researcher, I have spent time gathering data on
students at every level from preschool through 12th grade. My teaching and
research experiences have provided me with data that convince me that both small
classes and small schools are crucial to a teacher’s ability to succeed with
students. (p. 8)
District 23 should also consider its teachers’ needs and well being.
2000 study of small high schools in the city of Chicago revealed:

Professor Wasley’s

Students reported feeling safer and more connected with adults in these schools. Teachers
reported a greater sense of efficacy, job satisfaction, and connection with parents, as well
as more opportunities to collaborate with other teachers, build a coherent educational
program, use a variety of instructional approaches, and engage students in peer critique
and analysis. Parents and community members reported increased confidence in the
schools. (Wasley, 2001, p. 23)
Howley’s (2000) research of small schools stresses, “[m]any schools, though, would
clearly benefit students if they were smaller, and students already attending smaller
schools would probably be done educational harm if those schools were closed or if they
were made larger.” (p. 10) Students attending Eisenhower school would probably be
done educational harm if they were integrated into the larger school setting that already
exists within the district. We could conclude that Ross, Sullivan and MacArthur may
benefit if they were to be reconfigured as smaller schools with larger grade spans.
Making an Educated Choice

District 23 has provided some vague economic factors as reasons to consider narrowing
its schools’ grade spans, thereby creating larger elementary schools. What District 23
policymakers do not appear to have yet considered are the effects policy change may
have on student achievement now and in high school, achievement equity, teacher
satisfaction, family-school partnerships, and economic efficiency. One example of such
effects not discussed above is that by consolidating the student population into grade
level centers, the district’s school boundaries would be erased. While some people
believe that elimination of boundaries is a good thing that may end perceived social
discrimination between the student and parent populations of the various district schools,
the geographic and social benefits of neighborhood schools would be nullified. Also,
with no boundaries to consider, what will stop the district from making a solely economic
decision to close schools in favor of creating still larger schools? Howley (2002) asserts,
“[t]he evidence rather clearly suggests that the tendency to create narrow grade-span
configurations reinforces the bad habit of building larger and larger schools” (p. 28).
Only recently have scholars begun to feel confident that enough research has been done
to make strong claims about grade spans, grade level configurations and school size.
Unfortunately, most of today’s educators and policymakers are products of large schools
and large school districts, and this research flies in the face of what is considered
common knowledge, that bigger is better. Those same educators and policymakers were
taught that normal distributions of test scores along the “Bell Curve” are what teachers
should aim for and what we should accept as evidence of accomplishment. Now,
cognitive scientists, neurological biologists and educators have determined that all
students have the capacity to learn. This evidence is what lead the charge of “The No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001” (Wasley, 2002, p. 8). This legislation creates higher
teaching and student performance standards.
School District 23, like every other district in the country, will have to comply with this
legislation by the end of this school year. This legislation aims to ensure that all children
meet certain standards every year and all teachers meet certification standards by 20032005. District 23 will face many additional changes this and next year: elections for and
turnover on the Board; a new superintendent and assistant superintendent; and a new
principal at the middle school. It may be persuasively argued that the District should
focus on successfully navigating these challenging changes, rather than on entirely
reconfiguring its schools
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What the Research Says (0r Doesn't Say) about K-8 versus
middle school grade configurations: Assessing the Benefits
of K–8 Schools
By Jennifer Klump
NWREL Education Resources Advisor
SUMMARY: THIS ARTICLE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZES SOME OF THE LATEST
RESEARCH ON GRADE SCHOOL CONFIGURATION, SPECIFICALLY THE
BENEFITS OF K-8 CONFIGURATIONS VERSUS MIDDLE SCHOOL
CONFIGURATIONS. THE ARTICLE HAS AN EXTENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
RESEARCH STUDIES.
NWREL’s Office of Planning and Service Coordination responds to requests from the
field regarding current educational concerns and issues. The staff provides readily
available research articles and promising practices or makes referrals to technical service
providers and other sources.
One of the most common requests recently from principals, teachers, parents, and
policymakers is for research that will help determine what grade configuration is best for
students in various grade levels. Is it more appropriate for fifth- or sixth-graders to be in a
middle school or elementary school? Are there academic and developmentally
appropriate benefits to a K–8 grade configuration versus an elementary school and
middle school configuration?
One such query came from a parent in Colorado:
I was referred to you by the Colorado Department of Education. Our school district
is considering placing the fifth grade in with the middle school, rather than at the
elementary school. I am looking for research to bring to a parent meeting on the
positive and/or negative impacts of doing this.
Almost 10 years ago, NWREL looked at the available research on grade configuration
and concluded that little evidence existed to determine a cause-and-effect relationship
between grade configuration and academic achievement. The few studies that did exist
offered few clear policy guidelines. For example, one controlled study showed that sixthgraders did better in a K–8 setting rather than a middle school setting, but it didn’t
demonstrate how the configuration affects other students of different grade levels (Paglin
& Fager, 1997). Many studies also did not control for school size, socioeconomic factors,
and other variables, so results could be attributed to reasons other than grade
configurations.
Not much has changed during the last decade in terms of the limited amount of rigorous
research, although a few more studies have been conducted. Still, no empirical, largescale studies have examined the relationship between grade configuration and student

achievement as measured by standardized test scores (McEwin, Dickinson, & Jacobson,
2005).
Of the studies that exist, only a few have statistically controlled variables: Most are case
or correlational studies and rely on data self-reported by school districts. Few have
looked at the relationship between grade configuration and student outcomes. However,
several recent research reviews have done a good job of summarizing existing research
and offer suggestive rather than conclusive findings.
The results of several studies indicated that middle level grades 6, 7, and 8 obtained
higher achievement in K–8 schools than in schools with middle school configurations.
Abella (2005) noted in her study of Miami-Dade County schools that K–8 students had
significant short-term beneficial effects on achievement, attendance, and suspension
rates. She also observed that sixth and seventh grades showed greater improvement in
mathematics and reading compared to the same grades in middle schools, but the two
groups had identical scores in ninth grade, so the effects were not long term. Abella
cautions that further research should be done to determine if these effects remained true
when taking into account factors such as greater numbers of students, lower performing
schools, and K–8 schools operating for longer periods of time.
Offenberg (2001) determined that eighth-graders showed higher achievement in K–8
schools than in middle schools. However, he acknowledged that a contributing factor in
the higher achievement might be the lesser number of eighth-grade students in the K–8
schools compared with those in middle schools.
Hough (2004) makes a distinction between the effectiveness of K–8 ‘elemiddle’ schools
that adhere to middle school philosophy and programs, and K–8 schools that don’t. His
research suggests that when “K–8 “elemiddle” schools are found to be outperforming 5–8
and 6–8 schools, it is because the former are more fully implementing middle grades
promising practices... ” (p. 4). However, he admits that no studies have been conducted
with a large enough sample size to compare middle schools fully implementing the
middle school philosophy to K–8 schools. Consequently, generalizations should not be
made.
Alspaugh (1998) studied 16 school districts and found that students who attended middle
schools experienced greater achievement loss in the transition to high school than
students making the transition from a K–8 school. “The findings imply that students
placed in relatively small cohort groups for long spans of time experience more desirable
outcomes” (Alspaugh, 1998, p. 25). The schools studied were primarily in rural and
small-town districts, with no schools in urban areas. Alspaugh’s previous studies
indicated that students typically gain back any achievement loss the year after the
transition to a new school.
Results of the studies should be interpreted with caution as they are very few in number,
can’t necessarily be generalized across schools, and don’t control for all possible
variables. Researchers urge practitioners to study strengths and weaknesses of various
configurations to create effective educational services. “Rather than debate which grade
configuration is best for middle grades, we would be better off expending our energy

creating a curriculum that intellectually engages and inspires young adolescents, pushing
for organized structures that support high-quality relationships, and finding better ways to
reach out to families and communities” (Beane & Lipka, 2006, p. 30). In a recent
research review, Anfara and Buehler (2005) note that “no sequence of grades is perfect
or, in itself, guarantees student academic achievement and healthy social and emotional
development” (p. 57). No particular grade configuration is the “magic bullet” to
improving student achievement.
This brief can only skim the surface of this complex issue. We have listed citations to
many recent studies and syntheses that provide more information about these
configuration issues. The September 2005 issue of the Middle School Journal has several
articles from different perspectives on the effectiveness of middle schools compared with
K-8 schools.
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A cautious opening move into K-8
School Administrator, March, 2005 by James A. Fleming
A need for more classrooms and a desire to improve student achievement contributed to
the decision by the Capistrano Unified School District to offer a K-8 school option for
parents recently.
The two-year journey began as a consequence of overcrowding at our 10 middle schools.
In one section of the district, we had spent several years unsuccessfully locating an
appropriate site for a new middle school. We then decided to look at existing elementary
schools for options.
One of the area's K-5 elementary schools, Arroyo Vista, had once housed nearly 1,300
students, but its enrollment had declined to fewer than 800 students and remained on a
downhill trend. Its feeder middle school housed 1,800 students in grades 6-8. Rather than
relocate the elementary students and reconfigure Arroyo Vista as a middle school, we
decided to explore the expansion of the school to serve students K-8 within its existing
attendance zone.
Staff embarked on a research, planning and approval process. This covered five school
board meetings, two public hearings, numerous information meetings for residents,
parents, employees and students, several meetings with the city planning commissions
and the city council, and preparation of extensive required environmental impact studies.
Staff carefully reviewed literature on K-8 models nationwide, including the findings on
grade configuration, grade-level cohort size and transition achievement losses (see page
14). Our staff was impressed by the evidence showing a true K-8 model, where a school
maintains the same attendance boundaries for grades K-8 and offers a "best practices"
instructional program for each age group, does improve student achievement.
Enthusiastic Board
During the research phase, the staff also heard from principals, teachers and parents who
stressed the potential of a K-8 school to provide social benefits for children by helping

shelter students from deleterious aspects of teen-age life. Many parents expressed strong
support for keeping young teens in smaller school populations where teachers can more
closely monitor their education.
At the end of the lengthy consultation process, the school board approved the project
enthusiastically, not simply to decrease crowding in the community's middle school, but
just as importantly to boost student performance. We moved forward in August 2004
with the addition of a 6th-grade middle school program at Arroyo Vista School. The 7th
and 8th grades will be added sequentially as the students move on to the next grade.
Trustees have made the K-8 school an option for neighborhood parents as part of our
tradition of offering program choice. By creating dual enrollment, trustees made sure
parents choose either to continue through 8th grade at the elementary campus or to move
their child to the local middle school beginning in 6th grade.
The staff is now upgrading and expanding the campus to accommodate special
requirements for a middle school. By removing aging portable classrooms and replacing
them with new two-story modular-style buildings, we can create sufficient classroom
space, including up-to-date science and technology labs. This also will create a courtyard
for grades 6-8, distinct from the K-5 students.
Through a joint-use agreement, the neighboring community park will be available for
middle school physical education activity, minimizing the impact on existing K-5
playground activities. The new buildings, along with parking lot improvements, will
improve the school's overall appearance.
When fully operational, the Arroyo Vista K-8 will reduce the population of the nearby
middle school by nearly 400 students to fewer than 1,400.
Overcoming Opposition
The process is not without challenges, of course. From the outset, a small, vocal,
politically savvy group of neighbors--most of whom had no children in the school--was
determined to do everything in its power to derail the project.

Our most powerful strategy in gaining support was effective communication. We created
a K-8 page on our district website (www.capousd.org/k8config.htm). We invited parents
and teachers from successful K-8 schools in a neighboring school district to speak at a
community forum. We attended community organization and city council meetings, and
we held many neighborhood coffee klatches. The principal identified key parent leaders
who were excited about the K-8 concept and encouraged them to speak out about the
benefits.
In addition, we built the confidence and enthusiasm of 5th-grade parents and students by
the early selection of highly regarded, energetic teachers and administrators for the K-8
school and through a video showing examples of classroom programs and school
activities that would be available.
The school board stayed the course to provide this option for parents because they viewed
it as good for children. It provides the benefits of a smaller number of students per grade
level, offers a better opportunity for adults in the school to know each student, eliminates
an often-rocky transition for students, encourages parents to stay involved during their
middle school years and includes a rigorous middle school curriculum.
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The Rise of the ‘Elemiddle’ School
Not every K-8 school genuinely applies best middle-level practices and deserves the
new designation that’s coming into vogue
By David L. Hough
Renewed interest in the education of young adolescents has given credence to the
“elemiddle” school approach to teaching and learning, which was first documented
15 years ago when I coined the term. Yet much bias, misunderstanding and
misinterpretation accompanies the most recent phenomenon compelling schools
nationwide to adopt the K-8 elemiddle school concept.
Many school systems conducting their own research are finding students in grades 6, 7
and 8 who attend K-8 schools, sometimes known as elemiddles, are scoring higher than
their counterparts in other grade-span schools as measured by standardized achievement
tests and state assessment exams.
Spurred on by accountability requirements and data-driven reform initiatives such as the
No Child Left Behind legislation, schools are searching for ways to improve teaching and
learning at all levels. Over the past few years many districts have discovered students in
elemiddle schools outperforming students in schools with other grade-span
configurations, most notably grades 5-8 and 6-8 that may be incorrectly calling
themselves “middle schools.”
Proponents of the latter grade-span schools now are engaged in an apparent contradiction
— on the one hand saying grade spans have no relationship to philosophy, programs and
student outcomes while on the other hand criticizing K-8 proponents in an effort to fend
off school districts’ efforts to convert to the elemiddle school concept.
Just as every 6-8 school is not a bona fide middle school, not every K-8 is an elemiddle.
Only those schools configured with continuous grade spans that begin with kindergarten
or pre-kindergarten and end after the 8 th grade in which the upper grade spans are
implementing middle-level best practices should be labeled elemiddles. Likewise, only
those 6-8s and 5-8s that are fully implementing the middle school philosophy as outlined
in the National Middle School Association’s 2003 position paper, “This We Believe:
Successful Schools for Young Adolescents,” should be labeled middle schools.
A Professional Threat
While many young adolescents attending elemiddle schools are outperforming their
counterparts in other grade-span configuration schools, die-hard advocates for other
structures feel threatened by recent efforts to give these schools a chance. This is

unfortunate because educators, parents and communities that want what is best for young
adolescents all too often find themselves engaging in abstract, tradition-laden debates
over shibboleth, rather than discussing meaningful adaptations that can be good for
students.
If young adolescents in elemiddle schools can be more successful, if educators can more
fully implement many components of the middle-level education philosophy, if parents
and community members are in favor of the schools, why not consider them? Why
oppose them? Why not give them a chance?
Those who claim middle-level programs are more fully implemented in 6-8 schools
would be cautioned to consider the potential ramifications if this is true. If the programs
and practices associated with the middle school philosophy are beneficial for students
(and intuition holds and some research demonstrates that they are), then what does that
say about the K-8 elemiddles that are outperforming the 5-8s and 6-8s?
My position is that schools more fully implementing the middle-level concept are the
ones outperforming those that are not. I believe the successful K-8 elemiddles are the
ones buying into this philosophy most fully and completely, and that’s why their test
scores are higher, their attendance rates improved, discipline referrals reduced and
dropout rates lowered.
These findings have been documented by scores of districts across the country that have
collected and analyzed school-level achievement data. This is one of the major reasons
why school systems under pressure to produce higher academic achievement are
examining differences among schools with different grade spans, finding better results in
K-8 elemiddle schools, and then moving to the structure they have found to be most
conducive to student learning.
Opposite Corners
The research I conducted and reviewed over the past 15 years suggests the answer does,
indeed, lie in the implementation. However, two completely different perspectives
associated with two clearly opposing schools of thought exist on this issue.
In the 6-8 corner, one position holds that too many 6-8 middle schools have not fully
implemented middle school programs and practices consistent with the philosophy.
Therefore, according to Sue Swaim, executive director of the National Middle School
Association, in her April 2004 commentary in Education Week: “The middle school
movement cannot be faulted for educational deficiencies it did not create and practices it
did not recommend.”
The other position is that 6-8s do, in fact, implement middle school programs and
practices at higher levels than any other grade-span types and plenty of evidence
demonstrates these programs and practices have produced positive student outcomes.
Obviously, you can’t have it both ways, so a logical explanation might be that some
schools are and some are not making some generalizations spurious.

The other perspective draws from a body of research that documents K-8 elemiddle
schools realizing higher academic achievement and other positive student outcomes when
implementing middle-level best practices in the upper grade levels of their school. Others
discount these data and maintain that K-8 schools are not implementing middle-level
programs consistent with the middle school philosophy as extensively as the 5-8 and 6-8
middle schools. If the latter claim is accurate, it would indeed call into question the
middle school approach. The research might need to be refocused, then, in an entirely
different direction— toward that of efficacy, rather than fidelity of programs, practices
and policies.
Evidence Lacking
In terms of student achievement, whenever well-implemented elemiddles are compared
to well-implemented middle schools, the elemiddles come out on top. Whenever wellimplemented elemiddles are compared to poorly implemented middles, the elemiddles
come out on top. Whenever well-implemented middles are compared to poorly
implemented elemiddles, the middle schools come out on top.
In the absence of general agreement as well as a substantial body of scientific research
that uses randomization and controls, conventional wisdom is necessarily invoked to
address policy decisions. Much conventional wisdom abounds, but it is a fact that
precious little empirical evidence drawn from national studies exists to guide
policymakers.
This is not to say that middle schools have not been the subject of study. To the contrary,
my research team spent almost two years examining 3,717 studies that addressed a
variety of middle-level education issues, topics and questions over a 12-year period from
1991 to 2002. What we found was researchers need a variety of schools with different
grade-span configurations to implement middle-level programs and best practices that are
consistent with the middle school philosophy. This diversity allows researchers to
conduct studies to address the relationship between programs, practice, grade spans and
student outcomes (including but not limited to academic achievement, whether measured
by state assessments or some other examination or test). A national data base is sorely
needed to enable researchers to study issues associated with grade-span configurations in
a more comprehensive, systematic and unbiased manner.
What is currently understood (and misunderstood) about elemiddle schools is largely a
function of whom one chooses to believe. The research base from which I’ve drawn over
the past 15 years indicates that bona fide elemiddle schools adhere to the middle-level
philosophy to a greater degree than any other school type, including other K-8s that are
not elemiddles, 5-8s, 6-8s, 7-8s, 7-9s and 7-12s. In fact, by definition, elemiddles are
implementing a more complete array of middle-level programs most fully despite
findings of other researchers who report that 6-8s are where middle school programs are
more fully implemented. Again, I hope these others are wrong, because if they are right,
it calls into question the validity of the approach. School and classroom observations
should determine whether those responding to survey questions are accurately depicting
what is occurring.

When critiquing studies and reports, consider the researcher’s methodologies. Did the
researcher gather data that school systems had generated and supplement this with data
collected from teachers and principals? Did the researcher make site visits and
observations and conduct focus groups and personal interviews that address the entire
spectrum of schooling practices and program components? Some have simply surveyed
principals; others have based findings only on a limited number of program components
(such as teaming, common planning time and professional development taken together,
but in isolation), not as an entire package or full complement of middle school programs
and practices.
I have discovered major discrepancies between principals’ perceptions and teachers’
perceptions. I also have found the study of program components and practices, en total, to
be a critical factor. The entire array of programs, practices and policies that constitute a
middle school or elemiddle school must be considered, not just a few choice components.
In addition, the schools chosen as high implementation and low implementation must be
determined via statistical procedures, not by way of intentional selection.
Before you put much stock into a study’s findings, take a close and careful look at the
methodology. If a questionnaire is used, take a look at the questions asked, the way
they’re presented and who is answering them. Examine the instrument’s validity and its
reliability coefficient. Take a look at the types of tests used to determine levels of
statistical significance and margin of error. This will help you separate research from
opinion.
While scholars have compiled a plethora of information about middle-level education,
researchers have shied away from the No. 1 middle-level question asked by
policymakers, that is the relationship between grade-span configuration and student
outcomes, including but not limited to academic achievement. School systems of late
have looked at this question.
In our 2004 policy brief, “Grade Span Does Make a Difference,” the Institute for School
Improvement researchers present findings from their review of a number of school
system studies as well as their own national study drawing from a stratified random
sample of 500 U.S. schools. Those who examined the relationship between grade-span
configurations and student outcomes consistently found that K-8 elemiddles were
producing the most desirable results.
The policy brief puts many misconceptions and misunderstandings about middle and
elemiddle schools into perspective. In addition, the institute’s study validates much other
research in support of the middle school philosophy being implemented in K-8 elemiddle
schools.
District Adoptions
Over the past two or three years, states such as Louisiana, Maine, Texas, Connecticut,
Colorado and Georgia have studied the feasibility of recommending whole-sale
conversion to K-8 schools. Likewise, urban school districts in Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Baltimore, Miami, Boston, Louisville, New Orleans and San Francisco have considered

moving to this approach, as have schools in Everett, Mass.; Fayetteville, Tenn.; Newark
and Trenton, N.J.; Rochester, N.Y.; and Oklahoma City, Okla.
Some districts, including the New York City Public Schools, have switched most of their
schools to K-8s in the hopes of creating elemiddle schools. Other districts have not
proceeded, fearful the switch would cost too much money, require too much additional
space or not result in a full implementation of the desired programs. (Oddly, opponents of
the elemiddle movement cite these same issues, only in reverse, as reasons some schools
moved to the K-8 structure— that is, to save money, maximize space and eliminate
programs.)
Manhattan , Kan. , just this year had a unique situation: more buildings than students to
fill them. So the community sponsored its first-ever “Good Apple Symposium” — a twoday event that brought parents, community leaders, city officials and public school
personnel together with educational consultants to study grade-span configuration issues
in an effort to explore optimal learning environments for young adolescents. While the
jury is still out in Manhattan, the conversation seems to be focused on the right issue:
what is best for young adolescents. It is not focused on cost, limited facilities or a
reduction in programs.
The School District of Philadelphia has adopted a long-range facilities master plan that
will reduce from 20 to about a dozen its number of different grade-span configurations
and by 2007 increase from 55 to 121 the number of K-8 elemiddle schools it currently
operates. Philadelphia has found its young adolescent learners in elemiddle schools
outperform their counterparts in the district’s other grade-span configuration schools,
citing higher academic achievement as measured by standardized test scores, fewer
discipline problems and higher rates of attendance.
By adopting the elemiddle school concept, the Philadelphia schools are striving to reduce
school size, improve teacher quality and improve facilities— all believed to be important
components of student success. In addition, the parents, community members and school
personnel in Philadelphia were all involved in the process of determining what they
believed was best for young adolescents.
In Ohio, Cincinnati’s and Cleveland’s well-documented conversions to K-8 schools
several years ago continue to be evaluated, generally showing positive results for young
adolescents. These school systems may be implementing more middle school practices in
their K-8s than even they realize. Still, some continue to resist calling these successful K8 schools elemiddles, because, as a spokesperson for one organization threatened (for
whatever reasons) by the positive outcomes, said: “Elemiddle is a term we neither
endorse nor recognize.”
Nurturing Aspects
In addition to delivering on promising practices such as teaming, cross-age tutoring,
integrated inquiry-based teaching and learning strategies, intramural sports programs and
cooperative learning, elemiddle schools are supported by many learning communities
because they are closely aligned to a more nurturing, child-centered environment
commonly found in elementary schools. Their teachers often hold either elementary or

middle-level teaching credentials (or both), and they generally are more receptive to
professional development activities and with more commitment than many of their
secondary school counterparts. Not incidentally, the lack of professional development has
been cited as an oft-missing component in the 6-8 schools.
Elemiddle schools have higher levels of parent involvement, tend to be smaller in size
and eliminate at least one additional transition by students across school types. If these
things are beneficial to young adolescent learners (and some substantial research bases
document they are), why would educators and parents be opposed to them being
implemented within a K-8 school?
Opponents are fearful that elemiddle schools could suffer the same fate of many middle
schools. That is, changing a school’s grade-span configuration and name alone could do
more harm than good. Remember that not all K-8s are elemiddles. Middle school
researchers generally agree that the mass transformation of junior highs (often with
grade-spans of 7-8 or 7-9) to 6-8 middle schools in grade span and name alone did not
make for bona fide middle schools.
Attention now is being directed toward learning more about the schools themselves rather
than simply counting the number of grade-span and name change converts. The
promising practices that have been associated with the middle school philosophy and
advocated by the National Middle School Association for more than 30 years are being
examined from two differing perspectives.
One camp suggests these practices were never fully implemented consistently over time
by many school systems that jumped aboard the middle school bandwagon beginning in
the mid-1960s. The other camp suggests the middle school philosophy has, in fact, been
implemented most fully in 5-8 and 6-8 middle schools but policymakers just haven’t
done a very good job of documenting their impact on student outcomes, notably
academic achievement.
My research supports the former position, not the latter. Even so, this may very well be
the next direction taken by researchers — to evaluate fairly and objectively in a more
valid, unbiased, methodologically sound manner, the efficacy of the grassroots middle
school movement aimed at improving education for young adolescents. One thing both
camps hold dear is the desire to provide the best learning environment possible for young
adolescents.
In theory, again, any school with a nurturing learner-centered environment, staffed by
competent, caring teachers who fully implement promising practices should be able to
document positive student outcomes. Certainly parents should be engaged in the learning
process and transitions by students from one grade level to the next should not be
disruptive. Students and their families have the right to a safe, healthy learning
environment. Schools that can provide these things also should be able to maximize
student success as measured by academic achievement, attendance and graduation rates,
discipline problems, and the health, well-being and safety of well-adjusted student
learners.

The debate will continue over which grade-span configuration is best for children in the
middle of our vertically articulated educational system. The answer should be found in
schools where middle-level promising practices are most easily and readily implemented
at the highest degrees for the longest periods of time, resulting in positive student
outcomes.
David Hough is dean of the college of education and director of the Institute for School
Improvement at Southwest Missouri State University, 901 S. National Ave., Springfield,
MO 65804. E-mail: DavidHough@smsu.edu. He is the editor of the scholarly journal
Research in Middle Level Education

K-8 Schools: An Idea for the New Millenium?
Are K through 8 schools things of the past, memories of yesteryear? Are middle
schools the wave of the future? Many educators think so, but some still believe K
through 8 is the best way to go!
The educational pendulum couldn't swing much farther in the direction of middle schools
than it already has. Now and then, however, even though middle schools rule the
educational landscape, we hear cries -- thin but growing stronger -- of "Take another look
at K through 8."
What's the best configuration for K through 12 schooling? That's a question educators
strive to answer. In the 1960s, the nation found its answer, accepting the idea that middle
schools were necessary. People thought 12- and 13-year-old students had particular needs
that could be met best when students were housed in a separate building. Now some
educators are rethinking that assumption.
WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH SAY?
"First, it's probably safe to say that there is not much, if any, hard and fast research on
grade configuration," said Jennifer Fager of Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Information Services. Fager worked with Catherine Paglin on a booklet titled Grade
Configuration: Who Goes Where?, which was published in July 1997.
"That was one of our obstacles in preparing the booklet," Fager continued. "Some
information exists with respect to middle schoolers, but beyond that, it's mostly anecdotal
stuff. That said, I can tell you that many people feel positive about the K through 8
concept.
"They feel that it is good for the younger kids to have older role models in the building
every day, that it gives them an understanding of the purpose and progression of
education," she went on. "It is also said that it is good for the older kids to be role models
and mentors and that this arrangement gives them more of a sense of accountability to
their younger admirers. Some feel that this configuration lends itself to a more
community type atmosphere. That can also be attributed to the fact that K through 8
schools are often found in small communities, which tend to support their schools more
than larger ones."
"On the other hand," Fager continued, "a K through 8 arrangement might not be able to
tend as specifically to the developmental needs of a particular age group as schools with
narrower configurations can. For example, proponents of the middle school philosophy
feel it is very important to offer students in this age range services tailored to their unique
phase of life.... There are those who feel strongly about primary schools that service
grades K through 2 or 3. Again, specific developmental needs of early childhood come
into play in these instances."

HOW ONE K-8 SCHOOL WORKS
Jim Cox is the principal of Girdwood Elementary School in Girdwood, Alaska, one of the
K through 8 schools featured in the NWREL booklet that Fager worked on. He is
understandably enthused about the K through 8 configuration but said it might not work
well in every situation.
He talked about how he, his staff, the students, and the community make the 142-student
school work. "We have very high expectations academically, and student responsibility is
stressed."
Although all grades are housed in one building, seventh and eighth grades operate much
as a junior high school does. "At any given time, we have about 25 to 45 students in
seventh and eighth grades," Cox said. "We offer a variety of subjects, even though we
may have, for instance, five students in geometry. But we still offer it. And when we can't
offer an elective, teachers try to offer students independent study."
Another unique feature of the school, Cox says, is the degree of student involvement. "I
do think [students] miss out on certain advantages of a larger school," Cox says, "but they
are involved in the school to a great extent. They plan activities around math and science,
for example, that they would like to do. They planned a kayaking experience to study
water, for instance. There is also a student-driven field trip each year."
High-school teachers report that Girdwood students, as a whole, perform well. "I think
it's because of the degree of responsibility students take for their work," Cox says. "Our
parents at all grade levels are also very involved."
As he explains the advantages of this K through 8 school, Cox acknowledges that some
of them derive from conditions other than the school configuration. "The involvement of
parents and the relative smallness of our school give it some of the character it has," Cox
says.
OVERALL TREND TOWARD K-8?
Although it's too early to point to a nationwide trend toward reinstating or creating new K
through 8 schools, areas exist in which movement to the K through 8 configuration can
be found.
Colorado Education Commissioner William Moloney has suggested revisiting the
concept of elementary schools that teach kindergarten through eighth grade. Most school
districts in Colorado have middle schools or junior highs sandwiched between elementary
and senior high schools.
"Don't misconstrue this," Moloney told the Rocky Mountain News (see Quit Building
Middle Schools?: Top Education Official Floats Idea to Legislators). "It's not an issue of
abolishing existing middle schools. That would be wasteful. But when we have an
enormous financial burden ahead of us in new construction, you just have to look at other
options."

Adding two grades, seventh and eighth, to existing K through 6 schools would be less
expensive than building new middle schools.
Moloney went on to say, "Historically [the K through 8 school] is what America was. It
really comes down to the things that parents value most -- intimacy, the basics, control.
"If your child is known by every single teacher in the building, if you have a relationship
of nine years' duration, if you have that kind of focus and intensity," Moloney asked, "is
that not better than when your children are sent to a more distant school with larger
numbers?"
In Higley, a rapidly growing hamlet in the East Valley near Phoenix, Arizona, the school
board in December 1998 decided the five new schools it envisions will be K through 8
schools, just as its single school is now. Barry Burke, a Higley school board member, told
the Arizona Republic ("Higley Signs Off on K-8 Schools," 12/16/98) that it makes sense
to keep preteens and early teens in the regimented elementary school setting.
Higley school officials say that, generally, older children in K through 8 schools are less
likely to succumb to negative peer pressure than they are in middle schools and junior
highs, which are basically mini high schools.
Advocates of middle schools see the issue quite differently, however. They say kids aged
12 and 13 have their own needs -- including discipline problems and special electives -that can be best met in a separate building with a larger population.
So many educational districts have built middle schools and junior highs that we
probably can't expect any major swing in the pendulum soon. Still, the trend in some
areas to retain or build K through 8 schools bears watching.
K-8 RESOURCES ON THE WWW
•

•

Grade Configuration: Who Goes Where? This handy 40-page booklet explores
various grade configurations, noting the plusses and minuses of all and when they
tend to work or not work. To order the booklet, e-mail Jennifer Fager at
FagerJ@nwrel.org.
The Academic Effectiveness of Small-Scale Schooling (An Update) This article,
by Craig Howley, cites a 1992 study that found an elementary K through 8 setting
was more favorable to achievement among eighth graders than other grade
configurations.
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Grade-Span Configurations
Where 6th and 7th grades are assigned may influence student achievement, research
suggests
By Craig B. Howley
T he relative benefit of one particular grade configuration over another has been the
subject of debate for years. Which configuration for a school is most cost effective?
Which yields higher student achievement? How does grade configuration affect the
community?
There are no easy answers to these questions nor is there any conclusive evidence that
one grade configuration is better than another. School districts poised on the brink of
making these decisions must take into account factors beyond simply what is best for the
students. They also must consider projected enrollments, transportation costs, number of
transitions to be made by students, size of the school and overall school goals.
These discussions and their ultimate outcomes are not without controversy, especially in
rural areas where reconfiguration is often the first step toward closing small schools. This
can have far-reaching effects on not only the staff and students but on the community
itself.
School Consolidation
Prior to 1948, the majority of schools in the United States were one-teacher schools
typically serving a small rural community and enrolling about 30 children in the
elementary grades. However, beginning in 1915, when Teachers College professor
Ellwood Cubberley proposed that large schools in central locations could provide more
and better education and resources, administrators accelerated the merging of one-teacher
schools into larger graded schools. As a result, the K-8 configuration became a popular
plan.
Perhaps because many farm families in the early 20th century regarded high school as
irrelevant, building a separate 9-12 high school for a limited number of students did not
always make sense. In any case, the distinctly rural K-12 schools came into being. (It’s
important to realize that the high school is responsible for nearly all the proportional
growth in school-age enrollment in the 20th century.)
As roads improved after World War I to accommodate automobiles, better transportation,
rural economic decline and a focus on efficiency of educational management drove
consolidation across larger geographic areas. As a result, smaller schools closed and
many K-12 schools began to close as well. The result was districts and schools that had
larger enrollments than ever before.

In 1997, of approximately 82,000 public schools in the United States, only about 1,100
were K-12 schools, and for the most part, those schools served rural areas. Today, the
most common grade-span configurations are K-5, K-6, 6-8 or 7-9 and 9-12, with the
popularity of each configuration varying according to locale.
For example, the percentage of K-5 schools in urban districts is significantly higher than
in rural areas (43 percent urban vs. 18 percent rural) and the percentage of K-8 schools is
higher in rural areas than in suburban areas, (10 percent rural vs. 4 percent suburban).
Although little solid research exists regarding the reasons for the popularity or
unpopularity of these particular configurations in these locales, it could be a function of
sparse rural population. More K-8 and K-12 schools survived, meaning fewer 6-8 schools
were created.
One result of today’s schools’ narrower grade-span configuration is that the number of
students per grade is higher than it has ever been. A K-2 school enrolling 360 students
doesn’t seem large compared to all those hefty suburban high schools enrolling 2,000 or
more students, but with 120 5- to 8-year-olds per grade it’s a very large school (and that’s
become our standard). K-2 schools are among the largest schools in the nation with
regard to enrollment and, surprisingly, they are most common in rural areas and small
towns.
The popularity of K-2 schools might be the result of excessive concern with
developmentally appropriate expertise for early childhood instruction. Large size is the
price of expertise. In rural areas, this price might be higher because of centralized school
locations and poor funding for capital outlay.
Is Bigger Better?
We’ve addressed the consolidation of schools, especially in rural areas, based on
suggestions that larger, more centrally located schools provide more and better services
to students. What direct effect, if any, does grade-span configuration have on student
achievement, our ultimate outcome?
At the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools, we are often asked
questions like “What research shows that K-2 schools are superior to K-3 schools?” The
answer is easy: none. Research surrounding the benefits of specific grade-span
configurations is seriously wanting. On the other hand, a large amount of prescriptive
literature exists around that particular topic, especially with regard to middle schools.
Six recent studies, however, have addressed the issue of configuration and student
achievement, and their conclusions, combined with the research on school size, suggest
the need to re-examine the popular notion that fewer grades per school is better.
Placement of Grades
Much of the public debate about grade-span configuration has focused on the middle
level and which grade configuration best meets the developmental needs of young
adolescents. Where should the 6th and 8th grades reside? Two studies—one in

Connecticut and one in Maine—addressed the issue of whether these grades are best
included with the elementary grades or with the secondary grades.
Their conclusion was that student achievement was higher when the 6th and 7th grades
were included in the elementary school.
In Connecticut, 6th-grade student achievement was higher in schools that configured
grade 6 with lower grade levels (K-6, K-8, etc.) versus those that placed grade 6 with the
secondary school levels. Similarly, in the Maine study, the researchers concluded that 8thgrade students’ achievement was higher when the 8th grade was included with elementary
grades (K-8, 3-8, K-9, etc.) rather than as part of junior and senior high schools or within
the various middle-grades configurations.
The findings that students in grades 6 and 8 achieve at higher levels when grouped with
the lower grades are strongly suggestive but not conclusive. The samples were from two
states in the New England region, and situations in different states and regions vary. Such
studies need to be replicated in other states before we can draw durable conclusions.
K-12 Attainment
Although K-12 schools seem to be a thing of the past, researchers have found they have a
positive effect on student achievement. The Louisiana research team of Bobby Franklin
and Catherine Glascock compared student outcomes in grades 6, 7 and 9-12 among four
configuration types: elementary, middle, secondary and K-12 schools.
Sixth- and 7th-grade students in Louisiana performed equally well when their grade was
part of an elementary school configuration and when it was part of a K–12 school. In
addition, their achievement level was higher than that of 6th- and 7th-grade students who
attended middle schools.
Students in grades 9-12 in K-12 schools performed as well academically as those students
enrolled in separately standing 9-12 high schools but scored higher on measures of
attendance, expulsions, suspensions and dropout rate. The average size of these K-12
schools was probably small, and such positive results have been long reported as effects
of smaller size.
My colleague Robert Bickel at Marshall University organized a team of researchers to
study grade-span configuration in Texas. We determined that attending a K-12 school in
Texas was a strong positive influence on achievement.
Texas, like Louisiana, is one of the few states with a large number of K-12 schools. In
fact, every K-12 school in Texas constitutes the only school in that district. Careful
review of the data also shows that the number of high schools in a district is negatively
related to 10th-grade achievement and the number of grades in a school is positively
related to 10th-grade achievement.
With regard to student achievement, this conclusion flies in the face of conventional
wisdom. Yet in Texas as in Louisiana and other states, K-12 schools tend to be smaller

and, as such, improve performance among students of low socioeconomic status. This
additional influence among low-income schools is also at work in K-12 schools in Texas,
according to our study. This means attending a small K-12 school in Texas provides a
triple achievement benefit. Common sense suggests that such a solid benefit must be
worth money, right?
That’s, in fact, what we found. All else equal, Texas schools with a broad grade-span
configuration are more cost-effective than other schools in producing a given level of
10th-grade achievement. That is, if one were to design a school in Texas with the goal of
producing student achievement in a cost-effective way, a single-school district operating
a K-12 school would be a good choice.
The finding about the cost effectiveness of K-12 schools is surprising but not difficult to
understand. Our study used current achievement level as a control variable—one way to
level the playing field—in predicting per-pupil expenditures. Taking into account
achievement levels, school size, community affluence, the number of schools in a district,
student ethnicity and so forth, the number of grades in a school exerts a negative
influence on per-pupil expenditures. This minimization of per-pupil expenditures, in view
of achievement levels, can be thought of as real-time savings.
In Texas, savings were maximized, of course, in K-12 schools, because they have the
broadest grade-span configuration, tend to be small, often serve poorer communities and
tend to be the only schools in their districts. The real wonder is that at the same time,
these K-12 schools, because they tend to be small and serve poorer communities, boost
overall 10th-grade achievement (with background conditions controlled—something
accountability systems often disregard).
This “Texas Miracle” goes unacknowledged, I believe, because legislatures, educators
and the public hardly ever use achievement as a control variable when predicting
expenditures. It makes perfect sense, however. If you wanted to predict expenditures per
cow in a ranching operation, you’d naturally include average weight gain per cow in your
calculations. It’s a question of price per given outcome.
The research method does accept as a fact that not every school or student will be
excellent. Compared to this problem of mere rhetoric, however, the study suggests that
improving the odds for poor schools is not just laudable, but feasible.
Rural Reconfiguration
Student outcomes are not, of course, the only results about which we should be
concerned. Rural areas face particular challenges as smaller, locally accessible schools
are closed in favor of larger, more remote schools. Predictable results might include
longer bus rides, reduced parental involvement, declining extracurricular participation
and less sense of community ownership.
A study of national and regional data on grade configuration that I conducted with my
colleagues revealed that between 1987 and 1991, the percentage of all schools nationwide

that were middle schools rose by about 20 percent in rural areas, while elsewhere the
proportion of middle schools remained constant or even fell—as it did in urban areas.
In Appalachia, one of the nation’s most rural regions, the increased number of middle
schools was associated with a 24 percent decline in the number of K-8 schools.
Interestingly, the schools in all three configurations—K-8, lower elementary (K-5 or K-6)
and middle schools—increased in size. Thus, reconfiguration not only closed some
schools, it made the remaining, more narrowly configured schools significantly larger.
The number of times students must change schools may affect student achievement. John
Alspaugh, professor of education at the University of Missouri, investigating the
relationship between grade-span configuration and high school dropout rates in 45
Missouri schools, focused on the grade level of transition to high school as related to
three grade-span configurations: 7-12, 9-12 and 10-12.
The Missouri study raises an important issue related to student achievement not
considered by the Connecticut, Maine or Texas studies. Creating more narrowly
configured schools in a system increases the number of transitions students must
experience during their K-12 careers.
All else equal, dropout rates were lower in the 7-12 configuration and higher in the 10-12
configuration. School size may have been a contributing factor because the 7-12 schools
in Alspaugh’s study were much smaller than the 10-12 schools.
Possible Implications
So in view of this partial knowledge of the influence of grade-span configuration, what
might be the implications for practice? The following are bold statements that are
intended to be provocative because we’ve ignored the structure of schooling (school size,
district size, grade-span configuration and proximity to communities). These
provocations derive partly from the thin research base referenced here and partly from
my own experience, informed by a lifetime of reading and studying related issues.
First, the evidence rather clearly suggests that the tendency to create narrow grade-span
configurations reinforces the bad habit of building larger and larger schools. Larger
schools damage educational equity for everyone, and they undercut educational
excellence in impoverished communities, according to a growing body of evidence.
Second, every transition from one narrowly configured school to another seems to disrupt
the social structure in which learning takes place, lowering achievement and participation
for many students. Predictably, this damage will be most severe in the cases of students
from impoverished backgrounds. Short of providing an adequate living for poor families,
we can at least restructure our educational system to mitigate the detrimental effects of
poverty. A logical move seems to be smaller, more broadly configured schools--and
smaller districts.
Third, and most surprising, large, narrowly configured schools also seem like a bad
investment if school reform is the objective. Per unit of achievement produced (not a

metaphor I like, but one that’s often used), smaller K-8 (300 and fewer students) and 9-12
(600 and fewer students) schools seem like a much better investment. Schools can be
profitably much smaller than those upper limits in impoverished communities. This
profitability definitely refers to the efficient and effective use of tax dollars.
Fourth, we should stop fretting about precisely which grade-span configuration might be
ideal. One-size-fits-all prescriptions inevitably not only fall far short of the ideal, they’ve
been doing consistent damage for much of recorded history. We seem to have settled on
9-12 as the ideal form for the high school, of course, and that is an inevitable misstep.
We’re not sure any longer what to do with adolescents, and the high school itself needs
major reconfiguration, according to a substantial lineup of major reports.
Fifth, and this might be the most controversial hunch, middle-level students can be wellserved in K-8 schools. Much has been written about the fact that most middle schools fall
short of the original student-centered ideal. Part of the issue, in my experience, is also our
tendency to segregate students of differing ages. Is this for the benefit of students or for
the benefit of staffing, running and coping with the system we’ve created over the past
century? Answers will differ, but my thoughts affirm the latter response. Much of what
we do is for our convenience as educators and not for the benefit of kids, families or
communities.
Finally, the K-12 school is a vanishing organizational form. Early evidence suggests,
however, that the K-12 school is doing good educational work. It would be a better idea
to build more of them rather than continue to shut them down. Building more of them,
however, will require that we think very differently about educational leadership,
educational purpose, community, the structure of educational systems, and—indeed—
about curriculum and instruction. Too many of today’s K–12 schools are probably aping
the elementary-middle-secondary norms of practice—designed for large systems relying
on specialists and crowding out generalists and community.

Caution in Order
The six preceding provocations don’t present the truth, just a series of strong hunches in
need of a lot more work. Don’t take them too literally, but don’t dismiss them out of
hand. Instead, entertain them as possibilities, as another perspective on school
restructuring (that is, actually changing the structures as opposed to changing curriculum
and instruction).
These hunches are my own, but a few colleagues share them as well. Folks like us
expect—and welcome—skepticism. That said, I offer a couple of more closely targeted
cautions.
First, the research base is very thin. In particular, investigations about K-12, 7-12 and
alternative high school configurations are much needed and don’t seem to be
forthcoming. The research reported here is rare, poorly funded and critical. The results
definitely flout conventional wisdom—a fact that makes additional support that much

more unlikely because that’s the way research works. We tend to research the questions
that everyone thinks are important when the most important questions are often invisible
to conventional wisdom.
What we don’t need is a study of national averages. New research should take the form of
multiple replications and extensions of past studies in states whose policies and
circumstances differ on relevant issues. States make decisions about configurations and
size, and studies need to address state-level dilemmas, not national averages or
generalities.
The most important caution, however, is this: Interest in grade-span configuration rests
on the dubious assumption that segregating students by age is a natural law of schooling.
In other words, no grades, no school. We ignore the underlying issue when we think like
that. The underlying issue is how should we configure educational institutions, not what
grade-span configuration is best.
A strong potential threat to age-grade segregation already exists: virtual schooling. Agegrade placement eventually may disappear as an expectation and with it the issue of
grade-span configuration. The progressive notion of continuous progress might stand a
better chance under a differently configured system. Many students could finish a K-12
curriculum in 10 years. Many might profit from 15 years. Why should we not permit this
variation and hold kids blameless if they finish in fewer or more years?
What keeps us from realizing this alternative? We think that the former route, 10 years, is
better than the latter, 15 years. It’s not! Both are worthy. However, resources not spent on
the former route could be profitably redirected toward the latter. It makes practical and
ethical sense. And it would realize the public purpose of education a whole lot better than
the configuration of our present system.
Craig Howley co-directs the ACCLAIM Research Initiative at Ohio University and is
director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools at Appalachia
Educational Laboratory Inc. He can be reached at 210A McCracken Hall, Ohio
University, Athens, OH 45701. E-mail: howleyc@ohio.edu

Leading and Change

The following text is inspired by Michael Fullan’s book: “Leading in a Culture of
Change”, published by Jossey-Bass in 2001. More information about the work of
Michael Fullan can be found on his website: http://www.michaelfullan.ca/
Leading in complex situations
Moral purpose
The choice of what is right and wrong is a central issue in organisational decision-making
and hence in leadership. The underlying question is that of the values that dictate the
choice. Fullan talks of "moral purpose", but he is cautious not to be too explicit about
what he means. For me, moral purpose sets decision-making in a framework of values
that take the wider community and wider context into consideration, including the future
context and the spiritual dimension. Schools and schooling have both explicit and
implicit value systems, but the explicit values are not necessarily the guiding framework
for action within schools. What's more, the narrowness of perspective of schools (bound
up in their own system and partly cut off from the local community - especially in
secondary schools) often precludes a value system that takes into consideration the wider
context.
Value systems can also be a source of problem. In highly complex, fast-changing
situations, fixed value systems tend to be too rigid. That doesn’t mean we need to do
away with values, on the contrary. Rather, we need to adjust our notion of values.
Confronted with complexity, values need to be more flexible, indicating the general
direction in which we are to go. Values have a longer lifespan than goals or objectives.
They reach out into the unknown, focussing attention on how we collectively see the
future, channelling energy, guiding decisions. They also anchor our action in the past and
make sense of the present. A part of values are necessarily transcendent, detached from
mundane physical constraints.
Fullan equates moral purpose with commitment. Certainly, moral purpose goes hand in
hand with commitment. The latter could be seen as the force that drives in the direction
indicated by values. However, commitment itself need not be driven by moral good.
Understanding change
Fullan sees change in complex situations as a process that cannot be understood and
handled simply in terms of cause and effect. Instead of managing such situations by
applying local fixes, we need a "feel" for leading complex change, as Fullan puts it, and
an approach that is developed and refined as an on-going process.
Fullan suggests a number of points of reference to help develop an on-going process of
understanding change. One is "reculturing", transforming the culture of an organisation
and changing the way things are done. New ways of doing things need to be in line with

moral purpose, but also appropriate to collaboration and the building and testing of
knowledge. He also stresses the importance of heeding the messages of those who resist
change.
Understanding change implies also understanding the complexities of leadership. One of
the perspectives on leadership proposed by Fullan is that of being "committed to certain
values, but uncertain of the pathways" [pg. 48]. A difficult path in current culture! It is as
hard for a leader to admit that he or she doesn't know which way to go forward as it is for
teacher to admit to not knowing the answer to a pupil’s question. These two predicaments
point to the persistence of roles that are ill fitted to modern-day complexity. If we follow
Fullan’s suggestion then the leader is no longer the one who dictates the path for all to
follow and the teacher is no longer a universal purveyor of knowledge. Both need to
foster the conditions necessary for change and related learning to take place within the
organisation in accordance with shared values.
Despite the fact that change seems to continually accelerate, understanding change and
reaching decisions does not necessarily have to be quick. On the contrary, making sense
of complexity is best done by more patient, less deliberate modes. Fast thinking implies
quick closure, whereas handling complexity requires keeping options open.
Building relationships
Fullan's tenet is that change is a learning process that can only take place satisfactorily if
it is a collective experience based on exchange and collaboration in real-life, pertinent
situations. As such, it is a constructivist approach, applied to institutional learning rather
than that of pupils. The importance of building relationships lies in the creation of a
suitable context for collaborative learning.
Another way of looking at relationship building is as a response to complexity. In
complex situations, everything exists in relationship to everything else and relationships
are the organising principle. Change then emerges from interactions between actors and
not as a result of the dictates of authority. However, interaction keyed to learning through
communities doesn’t necessarily guarantee that the outcome will be appropriate. There
needs to be focus to get things moving in the right direction. Note that one of the
corollaries of this position is that individual training, out of context, is of little use when it
comes to handling complex situations. Much teacher training is still centred on the
individual and a lot of it takes place out of the school context.
Fullan puts considerable emphasis on emotional intelligence as a form of knowledge
necessary for relationship building in complex, often emotional situations.
Knowledge building
In talking about knowledge building, Fullan makes a distinction between information and
knowledge. Knowledge is rooted in people and is closely related to emotions, aspirations,
hopes and intentions. He points to the fact that most institutions have invested heavily in
information technology and possibly training, but neglect the creation and sharing of
knowledge. One of the major roles of leaders is to create the context (and culture)

conducive to sharing and creating knowledge. Much valuable knowledge is tied up in
people in the form of so-called tacit knowledge. Capitalising on these individual riches
requires a culture that fosters exchange and collaboration. At the same time, new ideas
and new approaches are produced when multiple perspectives and differing cultures
meet. Such sharing of knowledge and experience requires mutual trust, underscoring the
importance of solid relationships and emotional intelligence as mentioned above. With
good relationships, people feel safe to explore unknown territories. In fact, as Fullan
points out, a learning culture springs naturally from sharing ideas about issues we see as
important.
A key ingredient to knowledge building is the assessment, the sorting and the
reorganising of experience. This is a delicate process, especially in schools where the
overriding judgemental approach could cancel out any positive effects of efforts to build
trustful relationships. In this process, leaders need to give people room to explore and
discover. This is why Fullan puts much emphasis on an approach to leadership that is
confident in the process underway and doesn’t continually need to interfere. As he puts it,
the approach is more enabling than controlling. He also stresses the need for learning to
take place in context with other members of the organisation.
Coherence making
Complexity tends to generate stress, confusion and other negative emotions.
Fragmentation is one way people attempt to handle complexity. They try to master the
situation by sealing off a part from the whole. Unfortunately, in complex situations all
parts are interrelated and cannot meaningfully be isolated. Persistently concentrating on a
part of the situation only heightens the negative emotions.
Another response to complexity is control, but complexity doesn’t let itself be so easily
controlled. In approaching complexity in organisations, Fullan draws a parallel between
living organisms and human organisations. Complex living systems are known to “selforganise”, that is to say, new forms and new ways of working emerge spontaneously
from the complexity of the system. Living systems cannot be constrained to follow linear
paths. That they may appear to do so is due to the limited, short-term perspective we
adopt. Unforeseen consequences are inevitable. In organisations, excessive control will
hamper the spontaneous emergence of new forms from complex situations. What Fullan
calls “coherence making” involves seeking a balance between letting go and even
encouraging “disturbance” on the one hand and building coherence, sense and direction
on the other. This is the main challenge, as Fullan puts it quoting Pascale, Millemann and
Gioja: disturbing the system in such a way “that approximates to the desired outcome”.
[pg. 108]
Organisations, as we are used to them, are designed to foster stability and coherence with
specific goals in mind. As such, change is always a threat. In his book about leadership,
Fullan puts forward a more appropriate form of organisation for the complexity of
modern life. The aim of such an organisation is to learn and to improve, evolving new
ways of doing things in the service of wider moral values. Such an organisation seeks to
encourage change while providing a sense of direction that diminishes anxiety and stress
(that spring from complexity and the unknown).

Alan McCluskey, Hoenderloo, The Netherlands, Early August 2004
"The core culture of teaching and learning is extremely difficult to change, partly because
the problems are intractable, and partly because most strategies fail to focus on teaching
and learning.” Michael Fullan
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This issue reviews grade span, or grade configuration. Catherine Paglin and Jennifer
Fager's "Grade Configuration: Who Goes Where?" provides an overview of issues and
concerns related to grade spans and supplies profiles of eight Northwest schools with
varying grade spans. David F. Wihry, Theodore Coladarci, and Curtis Meadow's "Grade
Span and Eighth-Grade Academic Achievement: Evidence from a Predominantly Rural
State" reports on the influence of grade span on the academic achievement of eight-grade
students in Maine. David L. Hough's "The Elemiddle School: A Model for Middle
Grades Reform" surveys the history of grade configuration and cites research
indicating that "elemiddle" schools (schools with both elementary and middle-school
grades) may be most appropriate for meeting educational and social needs. Charlene G.
Tucker and Gilbert N. Andrada's "Accountability Works: Analysis of Performance by
Grade Span of School" presents results from a study measuring sixth-grade students'
academic performance on the "Connecticut Mastery Test" in relation to student
enrollment in schools having K-5 or K-6 configurations. John W. Alspaugh's "The
Interaction Effect of Transition Grade to High School with Gender and Grade Level upon
Dropout Rates" looks at the influence of grade span and related factors on dropout rates
in high school. (DFR)
It is now recognised that the key influence on the achievement of diverse
learners is the quality of teaching (Alton-Lee, 2003). Alton-Lee’s research
identified the key characteristics of effective teaching and how these contribute
to better outcomes. From this publication and other sources (e.g., Biddulph,
Bidulph & Bidulph, 2003), it has been shown that educators who are effective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are focused on student achievement and expect to achieve high standards
of outcomes for all learners;
know their curriculum material or subject and how to teach it and
understand the general principles of learning and those specific to their
subject or curriculum material;
use achievement information and evidence to understand their learners
and adapt their teaching practices;
respond flexibly and appropriately to the needs of all learners;
build purposeful and productive relationships with learners, peers family
and the community;
link their teaching to the prior knowledge, cultural beliefs and
experiences, and learning processes of their learners in different
contexts; and
are supported by employment and workplace conditions that are
enabling and encouraging.
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Open letter to the ARC Members
Observations and concerns stemming from the Burk’s Falls Area Schools ARC public meeting held
October 30, 2013 at Almaguin Highlands Secondary School
From: Reanda Doornink
South River, ON
What follows is a list of concerns and issues I have following the Oct. 30th meeting at AHSS
Seating arrangement: It was disturbing that the Committee Chair did not feel it necessary to correct the
implied hierarchy of those seated at the table. Not only were the Committee Members ‘below the salt’, the
students for whom this entire process was intended to benefit were not at the table at all. Members of the
NNDSB’s administration were at this meeting in a support and information capacity only, not as decision
makers, and the Chair’s position with them at the head of the table misrepresents both their role and his.
Also, community Members had hoped to present their positions to Committee Members, not Board staff,
but were unable to present in a face to face manner.
Changes to the current public meetings schedule: The Chair’s request for a scheduling change makes
sense in light of the difficulty acquiring, and the time required to parse the information which has been
requested. It would seem more sensible to alternate public with private meetings to allow information to
come forward at a reasonable rate, and to allow enough time at the end of the process to incorporate new
material which may be presented, or requested during the public meetings.
Community understanding of ARC Members’ actual role, responsibilities and limitations: It seems
to be clear that some of those in our community feel that the ARC Members are somehow responsible for
the initial Board recommendations and that they will be fully responsible for the Trustees’ final decision. It
should be made very clear that the ARC is the public’s official presence in the decision making process,
and they should be treated accordingly. Ultimately, Members can only push for information to become
available, weigh the information provided by the NNDSB and make recommendations. Any inference that
Members will be solely responsible for the final outcome of this process should be firmly corrected.
The lack of accurate, concrete numbers to support a decision by the NNDSB based primarily on
numbers: A decision based on numbers, necessarily requires those numbers. It is abundantly clear that
sufficient information does not exist.
The absence of NNDSB’s rationale for change: Without sufficient documentation, there is no concrete
reason why the Board feels that the proposal it has made is the most effective solution to current funding
and demographic challenges. More and better documentation supporting its position is required.
The seeming willingness of Board staff to accept Ministry of Education expectations: Members of
the Board staff seem to agree that much of the Ministry of Education’s requirements and expectations are
unreasonable and specious. While the Ministry is understood to be a bureaucratic nightmare, the Board
seems unwilling to fight the Ministry in a meaningful way and could profit by modelling themselves after
the Teachers’ Union when dealing with the Ministry to effect change.
That Board staff are unable to be specific as a result of “extremely complex funding formulas” and
Ministry regulations and requirements: While I appreciate the complexity of the funding, I have every
confidence that staff remuneration is predicated on their ability to manage difficult and complex systems.
The overall accuracy of forecasted student numbers used for Board planning purposes: It was
stated that, in truth, only ‘1 year out’ is used for forecasting purposes, even as the forecasts are framed as
5 year projections. As these projections speak to long term trends, the citation of one year’s accuracy in
these estimates does not fully reflect the Board’s ability to successfully predict these numbers over time.

A long term study of the accuracy of the forecasting is needed before anyone could say that the Board is
able to reasonably predicate student numbers.
Notions, comments and numbers which were glossed over or not addressed at all:
 Change of venue: It concerns me that LOL was functionally unable to meet the requirements of a
public forum such as this given sufficient notice. It does not bode well for the school’s ability to meet
its future obligations should the Board recommendations go ahead.
 90 vs. 120 days for process: Initially there was to be a 90 day window to complete this process.
That figure was still evident on the slide presentation made at the beginning of this meeting. Why was
that time limit imposed initially, if the process can take 120 days, or has an exception been made and
by whom?
 The implication that only deputations containing specific recommendations will be included in
the final deliberations of the Committee: At the end of F. Raaflaub’s presentation, the Chair stated
that as it contained specific recommendations it would be included in the final Committee
deliberations. This would imply that those deputations without specific recommendations will not be
included. Clarification of what will be used in the Committees’ final deliberations is necessary.
 Changes to the wording from ‘satisfied’ to ‘optimised’ under the Guiding Principles for
Decisions - Community School Concept: A change in the wording of the guiding principles for a
committee can presumably only come about with the approval of that committee. As there was not a
meeting at which this change could have been made, one wonders who made this change and why.
 Changes which will further erode AHSS are already happening: The Board has already approved
changes which will impact AHSS negatively, i.e.: internal and external poaching of resident students;
the addition of 2nd high school bus to take Argyle students to North Bay schools and the ending of the
AHSS late bus for that feeder school; a continued reduction of curriculum offerings in the 2013-2014
school year. A list of changes that the Board is looking into currently, or has already approved, such
as out of zone bussing, and course offering changes, would help clarify the school’s future.
 Loss of students due to poor historic and ongoing decisions: Many of the problems faced today
result from policies instituted in the past by both the Ministry of Education and the NNDSB.
Ownership of those decisions should rest with the administration that made those decisions.
Correcting them should not be solely at the expense of local communities.
 NNDSB is run as a ‘big business’: Given the inability of senior administrators to supply accurate
and timely information relevant to a process they began, I question whether the model of competitive
business is accurate. When shareholders request specifics to understand how decisions have been
made, they expect results.
 The presence of NNDSB staff was implied to be voluntary and even gracious: While Members
of the Committee and those in the audience are not compensated for their time, one wonders whether
Board staff are paid or are contractually obligated to attend these meetings.
 The number given as a current student body at M.A. Wittick was described as ‘close enough’:
As the decisions and recommendations the Committee is being asked to make are primarily number
driven from the Board’s point of view, ‘close enough’ simply is not good enough.
 Inclusion in original information package to committee Members of ‘feel good’ stories
regarding changes to grade configuration: No real research documentation was provided proving
or disproving the results of the changes that the NNDSB is proposing to make. One wonders who
approved these articles and why.

 The feeling that there is a rural/urban conflict at the heart of this situation: Let us be clear, this
is an institutional/civic conflict between two sets of contradictory guiding principles.
I thank the Committee Members for their dedication to their communities and encourage them to push
hard for the information we all need to create a better future.
Reanda Doornink

Request for Deputation at the next public meeting of the Burk’s Falls Area Schools ARC
What follows is an outline of the presentation I would like to make to the
Accommodation and Review Committee at the next public meeting. It must act as an
outline only, as I do not feel I have sufficient information to respond to the NNDSB’s
proposal nor to offer a reasoned counter-proposal at this time.


Present opening statement, including thoughts on the ARC process and our roles
and responsibilities to our communities



Respond to NNDSB’s proposal on a line-by-line basis including both benefits and
costs involved to each item



Present a detailed counter-proposal, including both benefits and costs involved to
each item presented



Summarize what I believe to be required by all parties going forward



Conclude by thanking Committee members for their time and willingness to take
an active, and sometime contentious, role in making our communities and our
children stronger

I look forward to gaining access to more and more accurate information as this process
moves forward. I thank the Committee in advance for the opportunity to share my
concerns and ideas.
Reanda Doornink
South River, Ontario
October 31, 2013

November 15, 2013
Land of Lakes Response to ARC
Dear Mr. Addie,
Introduction
We are writing to express our very strong opinion that Land of Lakes School should remain
open as a centre for elementary education and community service in Burks Falls.
The building is quite new, having been completely redesigned and re-constructed about 15
years ago. Purpose-built facilities such as the wood shop, family studies room, science lab and
music room ensure that the senior elementary students are introduced to subjects in an
engaging and authentic way, in a program that is diverse and appeals to all. Existing literature
on student retention shows that the grade 7-8 years are key to young people choosing to stay in
school. We feel that keeping these students at Land of Lakes is the best way to achieve this
goal.
The school also plays an important role in the community, with several local organizations
making regular use of the theatre, gym and other rooms. These include groups for young people
such as Beavers, Scouts and cadets, and also adult groups such as the Almaguin Choral
Society, the Highland Players and the Near North Concert Band. The school is an invaluable
resource for many.
Our proposal below also shows that our suggestions could be implemented with no
construction costs. As well, the enrolment at several schools would be increased.
Land of Lakes Proposal
Here are our key points.
We suggest all grade 5 and 6 students from MA Wittick in Burks Falls and Magnetawan
Central be placed at Land of Lakes. Presently Land of Lakes has grade 5 to 8 students. All
area grade 7 and 8 students attend, plus one class of grade 5 and 6 students in Extended
French.
This would fill Land of Lakes and alleviate the need to remodel the building for primary students.
The JK to Grade 4 students who are presently at MA Wittick in Burks Falls and Magnetawan
Central could go to the closest of: Whitestone Lake, Evergreen Heights or Sundridge
Centennial. For a number of students this would mean a much shorter bus ride. For example, at
the present time all Sprucedale students are bused to MA Wittick. They are out waiting for the
bus at 7:30 in the morning and are not home until after 4:00 p.m. Evergreen is much closer for
them and would shorten the school day for these young children by about an hour. With the
rural nature of our population, many MA Wittick and Magnetawan Central students are not that
far from the other three elementary schools.

All grade 7 and 8 students from the area would continue to attend Land of Lakes as they do at
present.
Busing from all affected communities to Land of Lakes is already in place.
Capacity Analysis
Land of Lakes School has a capacity of 340. Currently we are at 160, with 47% surplus
capacity. With the addition of the Grade 5-6 students from Magnetawan and MA Wittick, we
would then have a surplus capacity of 34%, comparable to other schools in the board.
Benefits of the Land of Lakes Proposal
1. If our idea is accepted, you would then be closing two schools MA Wittick and
Magnetawan.
2. You would also be increasing enrolment at four schools, Land of Lakes, Whitestone,
Sundridge and Evergreen. These schools could accommodate all students both
physically and geographically.
3. No construction is required to implement this plan. All of our ideas could be done
while losing the least amount of programming and making the fewest school
renovations. There is no extra cost required to implement our idea.
As well, there is a benefit to keeping all four grades of the Extended French program in one
building. It is counter-productive to have half the program in one building in Burks Falls (grades
5-6) and the other half in South River (grades 7-8). On the subject of French Immersion, we
recommend that the board establish this in the East district, and try to retain the significant
number of students now travelling to Huntsville for this program.
Moving to Almaguin Highland Secondary School
Regarding the proposal to move the grade 7 and 8 students to Almaguin Highlands Secondary
School, we have the following comments.
We have been told that this new school would require additional construction to accommodate
the grade 7 and 8 students. It seems as though is a reality, as we have also heard that the
school’s existing maintenance staff does not have enough space. This seems like an
unnecessary expense. Our proposal uses existing school buildings and fills them. It
involves no additional expense.
Even if more classrooms are built at AHSS, or portables added, it does not address the use of
shared facilities such as the gym, for classes and grade-specific intramural and competitive
sports team activities, or the use of shops, computer labs and science labs. We do not believe
that our students would get proper use of these necessary facilities.
Extra curricular activities are another important part of any school. Land of Lakes currently uses
27 of 30 periods available on the timetable for phys ed classes. It would be extremely difficult

for the current students to keep the same level of physical activity if they went to Almaguin. Our
students also have all their team practices during the lunch breaks. If the students do move up
to Almaguin, their lunch break would be happening at the same time as the high school students
would be having their gym classes. With the geography and age of these kids, having morning
practices is not an option for them. The high school students use the gym facility after school,
which is highly important for Almaguin sports teams. Current Almaguin students will also lose
out on their lunch time activity area in the gym, because the grade 7/8 students would be having
their gym classes. This is only one subject area that has many negative connotations and
ramifications that will happen if the move happens with the current set up of that building.
Setting up Land of Lakes for use by primary and junior students results in a large construction
expense to prepare kindergarten rooms. This also seems unnecessary to us, when existing
schools with capacity are available.
We hope that you will seriously consider our proposal as the best way to meet the goals of the
ARC.
Looking at AHSS
Although we did not set out to comment on the situation at Almaguin Highlands Secondary
School, as you explained it in the meeting at Land of Lakes, low enrolment there is a factor in
our ARC. Therefore we have the following suggestions to boost enrolment at Almaguin without
affecting other school communities such as ours in a negative way.
Close the boundaries so that students who are supposed to go to AHSS actually go there.
Stop allowing buses from other districts to pick up students in our cachement area and divert
them elsewhere.
Restore popular programs at AHSS so that students will choose that school.
Re-brand AHSS as a centre of excellence in a specific field so that it draws students for a
particular course of study. This has been done with things like performing arts, the IB program,
science and more. There are many examples in other boards as well.
Yours sincerely,

Anne Shillolo and Steven Tompkins
On behalf of all Land of Lakes Senior Public School staff

Jennifer Farquhar
Sundridge, ON

December 11, 2013
Dear ARC Members,
Thank you for volunteering your time to participate in such an important process. I feel that your focussed and
diligent inquiry is all that can prevent damaging, unintended consequences for our children and our communities.
It is with the above sentiment, heavy in mind, that I send this letter. I worry that the board-preferred option in the
Burk’s Falls Area Accommodation Review will provide no value to the students, to the board, to the communities
or to the local economies.
However, I find it impossible to make a case for this concern or to propose alternative solutions. To do so, I
require information; I require detailed School Information Profiles. Without the required information, I am left
unable to participate constructively in the public consultation, undermining the entire process.
I would like to draw your attention to the following:
1. The Ministry of Education requires each school board to develop a policy regarding
closures [Paragraph 26, Subsection 8(1) of the Education Act (1990)];

school

2. The Near North District School Board (NNDSB) has developed such a policy
[NNDSB Governance Manual (2006): EL11 – Student Accommodation (updated 2009)];

3. This NNDSB policy states that the Director of Education will
“ensure that the School Information Profile is completed by board administration
for each school under review, and that the profile includes data about the school’s
value to the students, value to the board, value to the community, and value to the
local economy, while recognizing that the value to the student takes priority over the
other considerations.”; and

4. The NNDSB has failed to provide these detailed School Information Profiles to you or to the
public. As such, the NNDSB is in breach of its own policy.
How can this Accommodation Review continue? Neither the public nor the ARC should have to participate in a
flawed and faulty process. At the end of the review, you and your fellow ARC members should not have to make
a final recommendation to the board, knowing that you make it with incomplete, and in some cases inaccurate,
information.
I ask you now, please demand that the NNDSB halt the Burk’s Falls Area Accommodation Review and revise
their policy and procedures, or demand that they immediately provide us the information we need for a
transparent and informed Accommodation Review.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Farquhar
President of Concerned Almaguin Parents Coalition

Alternative Option to the Boards Preferred Option

Objective
To help the board save money and to increase on the ground capacity for Near North District School Board.

Solution Part 1
Keep Magnetawan Central School opened and make it a Kindergarten to Grade 8 school. Make South River Public
and Sundridge Centennial School each a Kindergarten to Grade 8 school. Make (1) of Burk’s Falls Schools a
Kindergarten to Grade 8 School while closing the other one.
By keeping our local schools together and making them a K-8, it will help to reduce transportation costs
significantly. It creates opportunity for older kids to mentor and have leadership roles in their schools, and with the
younger children for a longer period of time. It is less transition for our kids thus reducing anxiety, change in day to
day activities, less change in teacher/student relationships that have already had years to establish. Helps reduce the
exposure of sex, drugs and potentially harmful behaviour that our children are not ready or equipped to handle at
such a young age. It will give the children a greater sense of community the longer they are involved in their own
“hometown”. They can build relationship and tap in to their own community resources. Most of all this will help
increase each “home town” schools on the ground capacity. Therefore, helping to justify the maintenance costs of
keeping these schools open and thriving in our small communities. The boards option to put 7-8 students in
Almaguin, we do not support! They will not be able to segregate them and offer them the same opportunities that
our home schools can, as per the above recommendation.

Solution Part 2
We feel we could support the decision to close either M.A Wittick or Land of Lakes and it should be decided by the
board of education. They could base their decision on the most cost effective, financially sound and broadly
supported reasons. Some deciding factors being, facility conditions, projected enrollment, education program
quality, staffing budgets. Identifying the specific new environmental/safety concerns for each site, determining costsavings projected for each school considered for closure. The most cost effective school to offer and house Special
program facilities and special programs, such as providing services for Special Education students, or French
Immersion students. Environmental Factors such as the schools surroundings and how easily it can integrate and
retrofit in to a K-8 school. These would all be key points in deciding which school would remain open, while closing
the other.

This option is proudly supported by The South River Moms!
Melissa Martens

Alternative Option to the Boards Preferred Option

Louise Maki
Connie McCaig
Brenda Paul
Marilyn Loucks
Stacey Cyopeck
Becki Carleton
Jennifer Bennett
Julie Hrabb

A written submission to the Burk’s Falls family of schools ARC committee.
A Secondary School teacher’s point of view of the proposed changes specifically moving the 7 and 8’s
from Land of Lakes to AHSS.
There are a number of areas of concern which are: the limited space of AHSS, the segregation and
supervision of students and the timetabling of the two systems.
Space at AHSS: although it is not at full capacity the design and layout of the building does not allow for
segregation of the 7 and 8’s from the high school students as has been possible at the North Bay
schools. The ability to do this makes the 7-12 school workable.
Specialty subject areas: The following areas will need to be shared by the 7 and 8 students from LoL
and AHSS students: the gym, science labs, cooking room, music, drama, art, tech and computer labs.
The competition for space would cause the AHSS students to have their course offerings limited because
these rooms would also be needed for the 7 and 8 students.
Supervision: There is a concern about the interaction of the senior students with the younger 7 and 8
students because there isn’t the space to segregate one from the other. The overall supervision of the
school will be a challenge in this regard. Supervision will be a concern during exam time when 7 and 8’s
would run regular classes and AHSS students would be writing exams. The 7 and 8 students would need
to move through hallways where AHSS students would be writing exams causing distractions.
Timetabling: The 7and 8’s and AHSS have two different timetables for class time so the co-ordination of
classroom space that needs to be shared is difficult to schedule. It is a concern that the secondary
students will be negatively impacted with the competition for space and time in special subject area
classrooms as mentioned above.
The North Bay solution: The North Bay schools found a solution to low enrollment levels in their schools
by moving 7 and 8’s into the secondary schools. This doesn’t have to be the solution for our area
schools. There are K-8 schools that exist in our area, we should continue with this model for consistency
and fairness if any changes are necessary.
Funding: The schools in the P0A area codes are funded as if they are at 100% student capacity which is
different from the North Bay schools in the P1B area code. This was mentioned at a previous ARC
meeting and should be considered a reason that no changes are necessary for schools in our area.

Thank you for the opportunity for input into this important process affecting our area schools.
Linda Daniels
Teacher from Almaguin Highlands SS.
(Also a graduate of M.A. Wittick, Land of Lakes and AHSS)

SPEAKER #1 - M and R Jeffers
ALMAGUIN ARC PRESENTATION
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2014
RYAN & MEGAN JEFFERS
Good evening, committee members. My name is Ryan Jeffers. I have a daughter
enrolled at Sundridge Centennial Public School and my son will start school this
September. When this process originally started, my wife and I planned to research and
create a full proposal for our preferred option in this restructuring process based on our
wishes for our children’s future and utilizing both my background in accounting and my
wife’s background in education. Unfortunately, insufficient information is available for us
to create a vision based on numbers and hard data, so tonight we would like to simply
draw some issues forward that we feel merit serious consideration.
First and foremost, as the Chief Financial Officer of a hospital, it is obvious to me that,
prior to undertaking any restructuring project, completing a financial analysis is simply
common practice. I urge the ARC to include in its report a requirement that the Board
complete a full financial breakdown for the current, Board-preferred and ARCpreferred models PRIOR to making any restructuring decisions. This would naturally
include all sources of provincial funding available for each model, transportation costs,
plant and maintenance costs and human resources expenditures.
Second, as the ARC utilizes the nine criteria set out in its terms of reference to make an
informed proposal to the Board, I have not seen any guidelines that bind the Board to
those same criteria. I would also urge the ARC to request from the Board a copy of its
decision-making model for this process. Ideally, the model would be weighted – a
decision based 90% upon financial considerations may look very different than one
where finances are only 30% of the equation.
Finally, as this process has unfolded, it seems that our communities have gone into
survival mode, so to speak. I feel that we may be missing out on the biggest opportunity
we as parents and community members have to put forth concrete ideas for
enhancements to local programming – and not just desperate efforts to keep some of
what we currently have. With this in mind, we would like to put forth some argument for
the ARC’s Option #3 – to send Grade Seven and Eight students back to their feeder
schools and to make Land of Lakes a JK to Grade Eight school serving the Burk’s Falls
area. We would like to add to this option a full Early French Immersion stream to replace
the existing Extended French program.
We choose Land of Lakes over M.A. Wittick because we feel our children deserve the
most modern facilities available with greatest number of amenities, like the large gym
and the area’s only theatre. As for required renovations, please be open-minded about
converting an intermediate school to accommodate both special needs and
Kindergarten students. Several schools across the Board have been recently renovated
for Early Learning Kindergarten classrooms. Two regular classrooms were converted to
ELK classrooms at both South River Public and at Evergreen Heights in the past two
years. The Evergreen classroom is now the largest kindergarten classroom in the Board.
I’m sure both plans and costing are available for perusal. Our children are worth these
upgrades.

A primary reason for moving this group of schools to the JK to Eight model should be
regional consistency. The Almaguin family of schools also includes Evergreen,
Mapleridge, Argyle and South Shore, which are all JK to Eight schools and which are
also located in outlying areas where Almaguin Highlands loses large enrolment numbers
every year to secondary schools in Huntsville and North Bay. Restructuring according to
the Board-preferred option will only serve to further alienate these student populations,
thus compounding the problem of declining enrolment and further limiting program
options for our Almaguin students. I would be remiss if I did not also admit that it terrifies
me to think of having my twelve-year-old daughter in a high school setting where there
is absolutely no potential for the physical segregation of a Grade Seven/Eight cohort, as
has been the case in other locations where the 7 to 12 model has been implemented.
Good evening. My name is Megan Jeffers and, while I am here first and foremost as a
parent, I should also note that I had the honour and privilege of teaching for seven
years at Magnetawan Central – the epitome of a community school - and that I
currently teach at Evergreen Heights in Emsdale, which I believe stands as a very
positive example of the many benefits a JK to Grade 8 model offers. These include, but
are not limited to, enjoying the benefits of longstanding community partnerships,
leadership opportunities and increased responsibilities for intermediate students, and
enhanced opportunities for cross-grade activities.
As Ryan mentioned, we believe that a K to 8 model has the potential to enhance
programs for our children from Kindergarten right up through Grade 12, with the use of
a bit of creative thinking in order to customize solutions for our unique rural situation. A
key consideration in this process should be an Early French Immersion program. The
results of last year’s Board French Immersion Program Survey reveal that 37.5% of
respondents to this Board-wide survey were parents from one of the five schools in this
ARC. This equates to 94 of 248 respondents. Provided survey results from the Almaguin
family of schools, excluding Evergreen Heights, show that over 100 parents would
consider enrolling their child in an Early Immersion program, with 84 respondents stating
that a 30-45 minute bus ride to school would be acceptable. Again, this does not
include Evergreen responses, nor does it include the large number of Almaguin area
parents who have preschool aged children who would not have had access to the
survey. A French as a Second Language program review is currently underway in the
Near North District School Board, and demand dictates that considerations for housing
this program should be incorporated into this review, rather than waiting for the review
to wrap up, then see if there is “room” to squeeze the program into a school. The
current Extended French program provides 25% of instructional time in French, as
opposed to a minimum of 50% instruction in a French Immersion program. Retention
rates of a program beginning in JK would also increase, making French Immersion at
the secondary level a more viable option. We urge the ARC to recommend an Early
French Immersion program as part of this restructuring.
At the intermediate level, there is certainly a concern regarding the potential loss of
specialized programs currently offered at Land of Lakes, such as instrumental music,
family studies and industrial arts. We feel, however, that here is where we need to think
differently about program delivery. Among the many creative options available for

consideration is potentially looking to the new Almaguin Highlands building, not to
house students in grades seven and eight, but to provide access to such programs and more, like the Snoozelen room for special needs students - to intermediate students
at ALL of our feeder schools. This could possibly start with something like program
rotations for week-long blocks during exam periods when facilities are not in use.
Transportation could be coordinated with existing high school buses at minimal cost.
With creative scheduling, this could be expanded. Just as importantly, this will also allow
intermediate students to feel like Almaguin is truly “their” community high school, which
may bolster retention rates and therefore allow for improved program offerings for a
higher school population. We urge the ARC to consider recommending means of
improving intermediate programming and bolstering partnerships with and access to
Almaguin Highlands as part of its proposal.
We have twice mentioned the concept of retaining Almaguin area students at the
secondary level. This is because, in addition to the province-wide reality of declining
enrollment, Almaguin Highlands also faces the reality of losing students to larger centres
to the north, south and west. As this happens, the population decreases and program
offerings become more limited. If the Board-preferred option is implemented with the
introduction of grade 7 and 8 students to the building, at least five classrooms will
become occupied, which will even further reduce the number of courses physically
offered at Almaguin. We believe that a K to 8 model will also allow the Board to focus
on offering high quality secondary programs, improving the quality of electronically
offered courses, and expanding high skills major and dual credit options - perhaps even
looking to bring Canadore, dual credit or other credit options to Almaguin. Bringing
adult education back to campus is also a viable option when Almaguin remains a
secondary school. We urge the ARC to recommend retaining Almaguin Highlands as a
secondary school and to further recommend options to both retain students and to
enhance a variety of programs.
When the new Almaguin Highlands was in its planning stages, I was one of a number of
parents and community members who worked with ACCESS 2011 and its precursors
with the hope of realizing the vision of Almaguin Highlands Secondary School as a
community hub. I still believe that this should be an end-goal, but the vision now needs
to be expanded to see all of our rural elementary schools as vital hubs of every
Almaguin community, with our high school playing a special central role.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to share our ideas with you this evening.

SPEAKER 3 - S Learn
I'm Suzanne Learn, I wear a a lot of hats in my community, seamstress, fair board chair,
very busy volunteer, farmer, parent. The most important one being parent of three
young boys. I have lots of hope and dream for my children and I like every mother do I
all that I can to give my kids the tools they need to succeed. Tonight I'm Mom.
I love Christmas and I especially love Christmas with three boys. Leading up to
Christmas this year was a blast. School dances, school Christmas shopping spree,
lots of secret gifts and tons of plans to occupy the young minds. My oldest, Jack who
is 10, loves planning. He planned shopping, decorations, desserts,…. got very
wrapped up in it all this year. His biggest concerns in late November and December
was Santa's snack. Now Jack can't eat wheat and can't eat dairy. He watches his diet
very closely, he felt Santa must have the same diet restrictions and took his snack
providing responsibilities very seriously. Early December he started looking at the
store for a suitable alternative for Santa's usual milk and cookies. Fruits, cold cuts, rice
crackers, ice cream? What would Santa like to eat? Looking in the pantry and the
recipe book was a daily job. No milk for Santa, maybe some cranberry punch, almond
milk, coconut milk? Mom what can we give him? It filled his mind. He kept a close
eye on the shopping list because he was worried about Santa's midnight snack.
Listen to me. HE WAS WORRIED ABOUT SANTA. Why am I sharing this? To share
very clearly that THIS CHILD IS NOT READY FOR HIGH SCHOOL. Please don't
present a plan that will that will sent him there next year.
That is my concern, and I know that I am not alone with this concern. A lot has been
said in the community about our board's preferred adoption and there are some very
consistent threads. 1 - DO NOT SEND THE 7-8'S TO AHSS. 2 KEEP MAG OPEN.
If anyone has missed this message over the last 3-4 months they have not been
listening.
Almaguin Highlands Secondary School is a fantastic purpose built highs chool. It
was built with lots of community supported add ons and a very in depth plan with the
Ministry of Ed. The school was not just a cookie cutter school dropped on a Northern
Ontario lot. It was built for our needs, a small student body in a rural location. It would
be the only one around so it had to have a piece of everything. It is not like a school
community in Toronto or Ottawa where you have a sports or arts focused school or a
tech school. This was built with a lot of care and planning for a very particular need.
Our needs. We are very fortunate to have this fantastic facility. Now, there was no
room in the plan for grades 7 and 8, no separate wing or extra classroom space. In
successful North Bay 7 to 12 high schools they are separated, this was an option to do
this in the Chippawa building and even in the old AHSS building where we could have
housed a small army in one wing and even kept it a secret for a week or two. Not and
option in our building and never part of the plan.
There still is no plan. This ARC started with a proposal but no plan, we all sat in
Magnetawan and heard the AHSS principle say that "we really haven't though about
where to put them yet" adding that "The 11- 12s don't really care about them " and
that after thought that the 7's and 8s "are noisy".
Never part of the plan, not suitable
and not wanted by our community.
Having the 7 and 8 at AHSS does not improve funding options an any way for the

9-12s. 7 and 8s only bring with them enough funding to pay for their teachers, they will
not expand any course options for anybody. This does not gave anyone anywhere any
benefit, infect it just perpetuates and exasperates existing problems. There would still
be under enrolment at all the other elementary schools. The boards preferred option
will just lead to more accommodations reviews to close and combine our k-6 schools.
Plain and simple solution, painfully simple. Send the 7 ad 8s to their feeder
elementary school. There is room for them all. Magnetawan may actually find it a
squeeze but on paper they are all below capacity. These schools are great, they all
enjoy active community evolvement and support, all have nice facilities like kitchens,
playgrounds, child sizes washrooms, kindergarten rooms. These school are a great
place for our students to learn. They will keep our children in their town, allowing
them to be leaders in their student body, to be connected to and supported by their
community, this would provide less transition in the whole school career and and would
save a small fortune on busing.
Please members of the ARC, send a plan to our school board that does not include
sending 7 and 8s to the high school and that includes sending them back to their feeder
schools.
Thank you very much for your time
Suzanne Learn- A South River parent

SPEAKER 5 - R Doornink
th

Presentation to the Burk’s Falls Area Schools ARC, January 29 , by Reanda Doornink
As we have moved through the last 5 months or so, I have been both deeply frustrated and highly
optimistic with what I have seen and heard.
My reasons for optimism stem primarily from the members of my community. Based on the number of
deputations, requests for information, attendance at meetings both of the ARC and of concerned
members of our Municipalities and residents, I believe our level of involvement in the future of our
schools is high. We are all deeply committed to, and invested in, the future of our region and the
welfare of our children. As a resident of this area I am very proud to count myself among you. We do
have responsibilities both to our children and to the Government agencies which make decisions on
our behalf, and I believe this entire process has shown us to be more than able to meet those
responsibilities.
I have however been frustrated by the handling of this entire process by our district’s Board of
Education. The lack of clarity in its documentation as well as a seeming lack of empathy with our
communities as a whole has vexed me. My inability to understand, and to make use of the
information provided has often had me pulling my hair out.
I sincerely believe that our Boards of Education should be held to the highest standard of
professionalism and clarity. These are, after all, the institutions we entrust to teach our children how
to communicate and how to become effective members of our society. Much of the math used in the
documents provided seems incomplete at best and suspect at worst. There is little clarity in the
language used within the documents. For example, ‘Sustainability’ begs the question, “Whose?” The
environment’s? The community’s? The Board’s? Over and over again, I found myself unable to think
of a solution to meet a given criteria because I did not know exactly what meeting that criteria
required. Almost every criterion as stated begs the question “for whom” or “what is” or at least “what
does that really mean?” Going forward, I believe there needs to be a much sharper focus and
definition of our goals and the means we use to reach them.
We are absolutely at a point in time where it is critical to rethink how we educate our youth and how
we create strong, economically viable communities moving forward. Simply shutting things down and
moving services to fewer and fewer centres will not ensure a better future. Macro decisions really only
serve those at the centre of the decision making process - large, simple solutions are much easier to
create and to manage but they do little to enhance wellbeing at the individual level. Micro solutions,
flexible decision making and lateral thinking would better serve everyone. In truth, managing things
this way is difficult but I do believe it is possible. Given the current state of technology, the ability to
instantly share and move information and the degree to which we are becoming, I have every faith
that systems can be put into place where the needs of smaller constituents are met. Creating such a
system will require forward thinking, highly engaged and imaginative public service providers and a
continual dialogue between community members, civic and business representatives and institutional
employees.
We can choose to allow a monolithic approach to governance or we can insist on an individualised
response to circumstances. The former is easier. The latter will require engagement and vigilance on
our part. I believe we have shown ourselves to be prepared for the latter!
What follows is a comparison of the Board’s preferred option, my thoughts on their position and my
own proposal and reasoning.

Option

NNDSB
Move 7-8 students from Land of Lakes to
Almaguin Highlands Secondary School, renovate
Land of Lakes to accommodate JK-6 and move
students from M.A. Wittick to Land of Lakes and
Magnetawan students to the most appropriate
school.

Reflections on NNDSB Option
One of the failures of this process is the Board’s lack of a
mandated alternate proposal. I would have to assume that their
2nd option would be to maintain the status quo. I firmly believe it
is necessary to make changes to the way things are done, and I
feel that keeping things as they currently are is neither best for
our students nor is it best for our region. We can do better. This
process gives us that opportunity.

R. Doornink
Return all 7 & 8 students to their home schools, sell Land of Lakes
School, & retain M.A. Wittick. Resourse sharing and community
and business involvement should be actively pursued. I encourage
AHSS to focus on creating a framework to assist those in our area
who do not currently have their Grade 12 diploma to complete
their OSSD regardless of age.

In the first column of the document comparing options, there is the inclusion, in bold, of the number of buildings closed inherent in each option. As reducing the overall number of buildings has never been
stated as a goal of the Board, nor is it one of the reference criteria, I wonder why it was included and highlighted.
NOTES

Boundaries need to be determined for
Magnetawan students

Many questions remain about the Board option, such as how
bussing will be managed and what its additional costs will be.
Other unknowns exist with all options. Please note BOLD text in
the following entries.

I would like to take this opportunity to point out that to date,
accurate and effective school profiles are still unavailable. Actual
income & expense statements reflecting the totality of finances for
each school would have been helpful.

Curricular/
Extra
Curricular

7-8 students have access to
full Almaguin facility: gym, music room, science
labs, tech shops, computer labs, library, theatre
stage etc.

I would argue that there will be a great deal of change for K-6.
For example, there may be fewer community members available
to volunteer at the school because of transportation issues. Also,
community engagement in ongoing activities and events will be
curtailed which will greatly impact the students’ sense of pride
and accomplishment (i.e. showing off to their parents!), again as a
result of transportation and time issues.
For the 7 & 8 students, Option #1 suggests they will have access
to more and better courses and facilities. As AHSS has recently
reduced its shop course offerings and seems set to further reduce
its ‘in-house’ course offerings through co-op and distance learning
options, one wonders why the grade 7 & 8 students would need
to be physically present at AHSS to access these options.

I suggest that these students be given access to distance learning
options from within their community schools. Resource sharing
between schools could expand the hands-on learning curriculum
offered. I have had first-hand experience with, and would suggest,
bussing students to access courses offered at other schools.
Schedules would have to be coordinated, but funds available for
new equipment and resources would go much further this way.
Extra Curricular programmes can be more easily be attended
when they are near a student’s home, and as AHSS has shown this
year, late bussing for students is tenuous at best. The promise of
extra-curricular activities in a climate of cutbacks is suspect.
Greater peer support for Extended French would improve
language acquisition if there were more students in one location.

The Board response speaks primarily to the onsite safety of
students and fails to address the increased risk associated with
higher travel times by bus.

Sending students back to their home communities will reduce that
risk both by eliminating their current travel times to LOL, as well as
not introducing additional risk by transporting more children
further distances. In the case of emergency school closures or
accidents, primary students are closer to family and home support.

My assumption is that ‘Equity of Access’ refers to handicapped
access requirements and as all buildings are currently fully
accessible by law, this is a bit of a moot point.

Fully accessible. Additionally as young children would stay in their
home communities longer, those with learning and physical
disabilities would have family and community support longer.

K-6 – no change – same access to curricular and
improved access to gym – newer gym
7-8 Extended French moves to Almaguin

Student
Safety

Equity of
Access

5-6 Extended French stays at
Land of Lakes – or ARC may ask for program staff
to consider a different location following the
ARC decision
(2) Vice-Principals -Almaguin
CCameras -Almaguin
Nod-Squad peer support-Almaguin
K-6 perhaps crossing guards needed near
school for walkers
Fully accessible

Community
Use of School

NNDSB
Re-location of Child-Family Resource Centre
(Early Years) to LOL
Loss of community school in Magnetawan
community. One school remains in Burk’s Falls
community. Loss of local community
partnerships in Magnetawan

Sustainability
Financially

Unknown

Costs involved,
changes to
annual
operating
budgets

Unknown

Facility renewal
opportunities
optimized
Full Day
Kindergarten

Unknown

Transitions
Special
Education
Supports

Travel Times on
Buses

Renovations required to accommodate FDK at
Land of Lakes
Fewer
7-8 Self-contained room – immediate access to
Snoozlen Room / K-6 special education room
from MA to LOL or ARC may make
recommendation for program staff to consider
central location following the ARC decision
While nothing was entered here, it is understood
that travel times will increase.

Reflections on NNDSB Option
‘Community Use of Schools’ is a Ministry of Education-wide
mandate to make schools available to the communities they
serve. Full funding is available to cover any costs associated with
keeping schools open for non-profit and community events. To
date, only one school in our entire district takes advantage of this
funding.

R. Doornink
Keeping a school open in a rural community would seem to be the
most effective way to meet this mandate. Making school facilities
available to businesses on a more regular basis may also add a
much needed revenue stream to the Board. Actively pursuing cooperative agreements with local non-profits and community
groups may open doors to alternate sources of funding.

This criterion begs the question, “Whose financial sustainability?”
Bussing costs can only increase as fuel prices rise in the future;
monies already spent for economic development in our
communities will be wasted as businesses shrink; tax bases will
be eroded as more residents move away; parental involvement
will drop as a result of increased travel times and costs.
This is not a criterion per se, but it does address the Board’s
financial sustainability and should be looked at for its own sake.
Increased + bussing costs
+ reno cost for LOL for K-6
+ reno cost for LOL Early Years
+ reno cost for LOL Spec. Ed.
+ reno cost for to AHSS
Reduced - staffing at lost schools
- municipal tax base
Neutral - bldg operating costs x 2 (fully funded as per Board)
This criterion was not included on the ARC options comparison
chart, but is included in the Guiding Principles for Decisions
included in the revised Meeting Norms and Consensus document.
Sell Land of Lakes School as it would seem the most likely sell.
This would take advantage of monies already spent at M.A.
Wittick, would save the expense of more renovations, and would
generate resources which the Board could spend in other areas.
Yes, but at much earlier ages.
Facilities are currently in place in all existing schools and it is
understood that as we learn more about best practices for Special
Education needs, these facilities will evolve and change
regardless of what we do right this moment.

Each community currently with a public school should retain its
school. This would result in economic viability across a much
broader range of considerations, not just those of one institution’s
budget. Imaginative and flexible thinking on the part of the Board
to find solutions other than making cuts is to be actively
encouraged.
Retention of improvements made by recent investments, i.e. JKF
upgrades, as well as investments made locally by other
Government agencies; Additional student registrations, not just
juggling those already registered, by actively engaging with local
residents to complete OSSDs; Opportunity to create income
streams through cooperative endeavours with local business and
community groups.
Reduced - bussing costs
- extensive facility renovation costs at both LOL and AHSS
- staffing at lost school
While funds may be available to one school and not another under
certain formulas, these are all our tax dollars and should not be
spent just because they can be spent.
No renovations required as M.A. Wittick was just recently
renovated for just such needs. All other public schools currently
providing FDK.

Times will be increased substantially, as well as incurring ever
greater costs.

Decreased, by quite a large margin.

Fewer, at an age understood to be more independent.
I believe that currently funding is often accessible when it involves
Special Ed. The Ministry’s approval of funding to make changes
needed to facilities to accommodate students would seem to be
likely.

SPEAKER 6 - S. Tompkins
In the proposal put forth by Land of Lakes, the main idea is about keeping the
unique and engaging intermediate programming alive in the building. All of the
previous ideas still hold true, but move that programming to Almaguin. In the end,
it’s not about where the programs happen, but rather they continue to be offered to
the present East Parry Sound students and all the future students.
For the students, the following points show that Land of Lakes can clearly offer an
enriching and motivating educational experience.

In the last five years, $300,000 has been invested in Land of Lakes shop facilities. It
would not be this expensive to move all of the existing safety features and machines
up to Almaguin. A new dust collections system with fire prevention capabilities was
installed at Land of Lakes that could be transferred to a room at the high school.
The shop has a wide range of machines for the students to use. There are, 2 scroll
saws, 2 band saws, 2 routers, 2 belt/disc sanders, 1 spindle sander, 1 mitre saw, 3
lathes, 2 drill presses, 1 table saw, 1 thickness planner, 1 jointer planner, 1 grinder,
and a wide range of hand tools. The intermediate students would be able to
continue to use the machines. Although, when all the machines move to Almaguin,
the high school students would be able to take courses using that same machinery.
It would be a better use of the boards money and machines. The intermediate
teacher can get special permission to teach the intermediate courses and also the
grade 9/10 courses. That teacher could develop an inter-curriculum based program
that would benefit a larger number of students.
- With the province pushing skilled trades, and Near North trustees and board
have done an amazing job at keeping these programs running while other
boards got rid of them….it’s cheaper to keep the programs alive, than to shut
them down and start new in a few years once the regret of the decision to
close them sets in.
- All students take shop and family studies in the intermediate programs, they
can find out at a younger age if they have a interest and a skill in those
programs
- Also with the province pushing hands on, real life examples in math, there is
nothing more hands on and real life learning then how to build a project
using hand tools or machines.
- Attached are 6 photos of projects students have built in the wood shop, 3
were “at risk” students, 3 projects are from students who do well
academically. No matter what the academic level of a student, they can do
amazing things in the wood shop
-

Science lab
o Almaguin has a purpose built science lab that offers many more
equipment and program opportunities than an older traditional
school building. All grades could use these facilities.

-

-

-

Instrumental music
o LOL has a great instrumental program going that could continue at
Almaguin
o All students learn an instrument in the intermediate program that will
continue to build a foundation of music at the high school level
o Students learn instruments that they would never have had an
opportunity to learn, that could lead to future careers, lead to future
courses in high school or post secondary, and introduces them to
instruments that they otherwise could not afford to learn
o At this age, there can be a decrease in the interest with academic
subjects, instrumental music programs are essential with keeping
their attention and interest in school….students who aren’t sporty
have an excellent avenue
o The integration that happens with the special needs students, allows
their abilities and talents to shine with instrumental music, this has
allowed some students to play in front of the whole school and
demonstrate their superior talent…it also showed the rest of the
school population just how amazing and talented this student is
Family studies
o Even though it’s not part of the Ontario curriculum, past/present staff
and past/present principals have fought hard to keep this program
alive
o Students are the same as adults, we can tell them information about
fighting obesity and healthy lifestyles, but if there isn’t a chance to do
or practice that information, it won’t sink in …. Instead of just telling
students to eat better, at LOL, we let them make healthy meals from
scratch.
o Just as shop can lead to jobs in the skilled trades, so does the sewing
and cooking that happens at LOL…just look at Junior Master Chef on
TV…
o As well, in our area many jobs are based in the tourism or hospitality
sectors. This course can provide a valuable introduction.
o Brand new sewing machines were purchased 2 years ago for the
program
o All of these excellent intermediate programming features could
continue up at Almaguin

In the economic area that we live in, educational and recreational
opportunities aren’t as abundant as they are in North Bay or in other areas of
the province. It is very important that we continue to offer these programs in
East Parry Sound that may lead to skilled trades, and help keep the level of
interest up for all students, no matter what their academic level may be. This
may also help with student retention.

-

-

-

Student success
o We see a number of students each year who desperately need a
second chance. They have worn out their welcome at their feeder
schools and are caught in their past actions and their reputations in
their elementary school community. Moving to a new school allows
them to have a fresh start, grow up, expand their horizons, spread
their wings and find social and academic acceptance.

Academics
o Most subjects are taught by teachers who have strengths in those
subjects; it is possible to get closer to the goal of specialist teachers at
a time when the curriculum becomes challenging

French immersion
o As the 7/8’s are extremely social, and their peers are very important
to them, keeping the French immersion students together at Almaguin
will also allow them to work collaboratively with the high school
French immersion students
Physical education
o LOL also fights obesity and promotes healthy lifestyles by having a
great phys ed program
o The size of the gym is perfect for the older students, whether it’s
cardio classes, or the skills needed for volleyball, basketball, soccer,
badminton, track and field events
o If another gym was to be built at Almaguin, this would allow the
senior level courses to continue and allow the intermediate phys ed
program to stay alive

SUMMARY

We know you have a very difficult decision to make, but keep in mind that ALL
grade 7 and 8 students deserve the opportunity to discover unknown talents and
skills, that are presently taught at Land of Lakes, that may lead them to skilled
trades in the future.

The safety of the students is of the utmost importance in the mind of parents,
teaches and administrators. One of the success features of Chippewa, was the fact
that the intermediate students had their own section. This would also be needed at
Almaguin, actually, more so because the students are land locked. Unlike Chippewa
and West Ferris, their students can walk home or go off school property. Students
at Almaguin don’t have the ability to do that. The school would need to provide a
spot for the students to “hang out” or have an activity that is safe for them during
non-academic times.

Dear Mr. Addie:
We do not believe that in our presentation last evening we punctuated a few details
that we would like to communicate to you and the ARC voting members for
consideration:
In our opinion:
1. If one school is to remain open in Burks Falls as a K-8 elementary school, we
strongly recommend that the committee decide to keep Land of Lakes.
2. Land of Lakes has superior facilities and the school could act as a 'hub' of sorts
for other schools to use such facilities as the Shop/Family Studies class and the
Music Room. An example of this is already happening in our board is MT
Davidson travels to West Ferris once a week for design and technology course,
which could easily happen in this area at Land of Lakes. It could also include
more of the surrounding schools like Evergreen, Whitestone (the intermediate
teacher and already expressed interest and a desire to come here for design and
technology), and continue to serve South River and Sundridge students. The
program could be set up as a ½ day once a week where the students would come to
Land of Lakes for D&T/Family Studies and also instrumental music. It’s
important that a permanent transportation system is set up, so all students in all the
areas can have access to the facilities in Land of Lakes.
3. Due to the size of the gym at Land of Lakes, phys ed programs of all grades
would benefit. Primary classes could double up and use one side of the gym each.
This would help with the daily physical activity that all students need. The
intermediate students could continue to use the larger facilities. The gym would
also continue to be the hub for junior and intermediate sports tournaments and
sporting events.
4. The theatre, with its stadium seating, students are exposed to a wider array of
presentations, performances and shows that are from the community or from the
province. The province wide presentations and shows come to LOL because of the
size of the stage and the lighting that the theatre has. Students are trained on how
run the lighting and sound equipment as well as to integrate those systems with
computer technology, another route to a career in the future. Finally, Land of
Lakes could continue to be a hub for performing arts presentations by schools,
community groups, and visiting artists for our area, allowing students from other
schools to experience this on a regular basis.
Thanks for passing this information on,
Steve Tompkins and Anne Shillolo

SPEAKER 8 - J. Heatherington
To: The Burks Falls ARC Committee
Attn: Carrie Girard Information Officer
The Almaguin ARC committee was struck to allow the affected communities to provide an alternative
solution to the Boards’ stated “preferred option”. But first, what was the problem we were asked to
solve- OVER CAPACITY – too many empty seats in our area schools.
Let’s back up a bit to clearly understand how this problem came about. First, the Board decided to
convert the old high school, add on and create a second elementary school for senior students in small
town Burk’s Falls. The model for this decision came from the large centres of Southern Ontario where
senior students (7 & 8) could be brought into a central seniors facility with virtually no adverse effects to
communities or students and with no transportation requirements. Was this the case in Burk’s Falls?
Not even close!
In order to fill the newly created spaces in Land of Lakes the Board decided to empty seats in other
community schools AUTOMATICALLY REDUCING ENROLMENT and subsequently the funding for all
those schools!! Now, Land of Lakes itself is facing closure because of too many empty seats in a purpose
built school. What is the Boards solution this time? Close this school, close that school, bus these kids
over here, bus those kids over there, spend millions to retrofit schools that were never considered for
this purpose in the first place. Damn the cost! Damn the towns! Damn the kids! Full speed ahead down a
path that does not serve the best interests of our local children. Is this a little harsh? Perhaps, but that
is the reality of the Board’s preferred solution.
When I went to school I learned that history can teach us valuable lessons for the future. I also learned
that history does in fact repeat itself. What will we have learned when this ‘developing history ‘ is
studied in the future.
The Magnetawan Lions Club has presented a simple viable alternative that will serve the rural
communities and their children very well both now and in the near future. We implore you to embrace
and recommend the simple, inexpensive solution as we have suggested.
We are concerned that the stated objective is not the real objective of this Board. With a recent quote
from our new chairman stating that he is entertaining the possibility of grade 7 to 15 in one school – are
we to believe that students enrolled in Canadore College (some old enough to drive, drink, vote and join
the armed forces) are going to be bused down to Sundridge/South River to fill our new high school with
12 to 20 year olds! OR – would that mean that ALL our rural children would be bused into North Bay to
be educated in new SUPER SCHOOL CAMPUSES at even greater cost.
But wait-we can’t afford to bus all those young children every day to and from North Bay! College and
University students understand “going off to college” and living in a residence so let’s build residential
schools and save all that busing-oops! History repeating itself ! Is that a “stretch” – not at all. Pay close
attention people! The Boards preferred option will close two small town schools in one stroke – who is
next and how soon? How long will it be before there are no small town schools between Huntsville and
North Bay?

The real question remains – what will our children gain from all this maneuvering – absolutely nothing!
Their education will not improve one iota!
On the positive side, let’s reflect for a moment. How can we get more ‘bang’ for our education ‘buck’?
1 . ONLY close one of the two schools in Burk’s Falls. With the revenue from the sale of the empty
school , upgrade the remaining school to accommodate JK to eight plus the special needs students.
2. Allowing 7 and 8 children to remain in their home community school will decrease busing
costs—put that savings into the “reserve account”. Because these area schools will now have increased
enrolment, their funding will increase so that each becomes more viable financially-again a plus to the
board.
3. The money saved by NOT retrofitting the new high school to accommodate elementary
students could also be put in a “reserve account”.
4. Because of the Board’s previous ‘due diligence’ in maintaining our local schools, they are in
good condition and capable of housing our students in a fitting environment for some time yet.
5. By taking a more modest and down to earth approach to solving our over capacity “empty seat”
dilemma, the Board will have more money to spend in a positive way. Instead of bemoaning a loss of
students with cuts and closures, why not invest in programs that attract students and build enrolment.
With bold decisions to expand curriculum coupled with a strong marketing program, perhaps we could
attract students from outside our area seeking “non typical” education opportunities.
6. This ARC review is dealing with rural schools, located in rural communities-places where
employment is geared to the outdoors-tourism, fishing, hunting, logging, forestry, cottage construction
and maintenance, trapping, farming and many others.
Why not make this review into an opportunity to grow enrolment in our new high school by partnering
with local business and other groups to provide an expanded curriculum that would better prepare rural
students for rural employment.
By seizing this opportunity and thinking outside the box the Near North Board could demonstrate
tremendous vision and leadership. Almaguin High is an ideal place for that kind of thinking-for that kind
of improvement in rural education.
Grow the educational opportunities, grow the enrolment, grow and sustain the rural communities and
the circle widens-the benefits grow!
This kind of change CAN be done-why not now and why not here. Be BOLD with your decision and in the
future your decision will be viewed with respect for your vision and not disdain for an opportunity
missed.
Thank you for the opportunity to address this review committee.
John Hetherington, Chairman
Magnetawan Lions Club
Education Committee

SPEAKER 9 - K. Reinhartz

Kordula Reinhartz

This meeting is for public input and this is what I would like to give.
First I would like to address the voting members of the ARC and thank all of you for your
time and effort in this! It is much appreciated! You are being drowned in paperwork and
information.
I hope that you - the voting members of the ARC had amble opportunity to freely discuss
different options of consolidation during the two caucus meetings. If you did not, I
encourage you to request such a meeting. I believe that it is important that you are aware
of where you stand as a group. The time to create a counter proposal is limited.
I would like to encourage you in your search of finding a viable alternative to the
proposed solution - an alternative that will put the best interest of our children first.
To add to the information which you already received I would like to give you some
feed-back on the
Quality of Education
More specifically quality of education at MCS
As you might already have detected by my accent and by my rather straight forward way
of saying what is on my mind - I am not a native Canadian. I am originally from
Germany and came to Ontario more specifically to this area in January 1998 – 16 years
ago. The school system in Germany is quite different. So I had to learn and I am still
learning about the school system here. I am very passionate about the education of my
two daughters - one currently attending MCS in grade 2 and one attending grade 9 at
AHSS.
Without exaggeration I can say that both of my daughters have or better still are receiving
an exceptional education at Magnetawan Central School.
The beginning of a child’s life in school or kindergarten is most important. It is the
foundation that a child builds on. A solid beginning gives confidence, fun at learning, it
wakes curiosity, …………….. MCS is a school that provides the very best start to
kindergarten / school. Not only does it offer qualified and committed staff at a great
student / teacher ratio, teaching French starts in JK, there is no short coming in teaching
about modern technology and access to such, as well as learning outside of school.
I was recently at an information evening at AHSS and one of the presenters introduced
the outdoor education program that is offered at the high school. He was thrilled to offer
this kind of education to high school students. Children at MCS experience outdoor
education year after year starting in JK - be it at snow carving lessons or visits to the
hatchery, learning how to skate at the community ring during winter fun days, visiting the
fire department, and other educational class trips free of charge to each student.
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Further - MCS with its enormous community support and involvement gives student
more than a fun and safe learning environment, MCS is the children’s’ “home” for the
day.
In our area we have families that sometimes struggle with providing a stable environment
for children. So having a school that gives the children a feeling of belonging – a positive
/ encouraging atmosphere is even more important!
MCS is a fine example a community school. Its value to the community cannot be put in
words. A feeling of belonging will not cultivate when young children are attending
school outside their community. There will be no involvement from the home community
at a school in a different village. Children will lose or never get to experience that
positive dynamic and connection with their home community.
Further the general values that are conveyed at MCS - the way the children learn how to
treat one another and the way they are treated, the respectful and caring behaviour and
manners which are taught are exactly how I raise my daughters at home.
Part of the focus of this ARC is “access to programming”. When discussing access to
programming for MCS please look at the bigger picture, do not look just at what is
written on paper - do not forget the access that MCS students have to non-curricular
activities, the outdoor education, the benefits from the feeling of belonging, the free-ofcharge class trips, the excellent access rate for modern technology, . . .. Carefully read
through the school profile for MCS.
I strongly believe that a small school can contribute much more to the well-being of each
student and support each student in his or her growth, foster curiosity about learning and
provide a great foundation for future education.
As you can tell I am opposed to closing MCS - not because it might be an inconvenience
to have my young daughter go to a different school or because I would like to spare her a
bus ride that will at least be twice as long as it is now and add up to almost 3 hours . . . . .
I am opposed for many reasons – most and for all I am opposed because it is an excellent
school and I doubt that a different school will be able to provide the same quality start to
education like MCS does – it is a unique school and it is the very best for my child.
I am asking the members of the ARC to come up with an alternate proposal that keeps
Magnetawan Central School open.
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I am also opposed to sending the grade 7/8 students to the high school. Children in our
days are growing up faster than in the past. They are sooner exposed to topics like
sexuality and drugs. Their interests have shifted; they are connected world-wide through
the internet. I don’t believe that we should push them to grow up even faster by forcing
grade 7 / 8 into high school and letting them to witness smoking, drug dealing, fights, and
young couples making out on a daily basis. Listening to conversation on the school bus in
which older students talk about their latest drunk episode, their latest drug purchase, etc.
might also not be the motivational input a parent is hoping for.
I am not trying to keep those things from my children. Yet internet, social media and TV
already provide enough exposure. I want my daughters to grow up to be mature and
confident but I also want them to be children as long as possible.
And just a finishing note on rural schools:
Canada's small towns are dying out – and taking much of our history, economy and
quality of life with them. People who life in a rural area, families that raise their children
in a rural area often do so because they believe in certain values – traditional values
which this country was built on.
Small towns across Canada are disappearing. This topic came even up on the YAHOO
website in October 2013 “In 1951, only 45 per cent of Canada's population lived in cities.
Today, over 70 per cent of us live in large, metropolitan centres.”
Eliminating rural schools especially eliminating schools in small towns like Magnetawan
accelerates those changes.
I don’t envy the members of this ARC nor the Trustees of the NNDSB for their position /
their task / their responsibility. I am asking all involved to also look at the bigger picture
– our changing society, changing culture, and changing way of life.
I am supporting the idea of turning MCS into a JK to grade 8 school.

Kordula Reinhartz
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SPEAKER 10 - B. Hampson
ARC #3 Presentation – Bryan Hampson, Councillor, Municipality of Magnetawan
Topic: “Summary of Community Efforts to keep the Magnetawan School”
1. The community of Magnetawan has responded by collectively voicing an overwhelming objection to
this announcement and it is unanimously felt by residents, community leaders, businesses, local
organizations and industry that the decision has NOT been made with the benefit of a thorough
consideration of the matter. Council is optimistic, given broad municipal and community support, that
you will recognize the need to keep the school.
2. We have not had the opportunity to review what very little data, cost analysis or what, if any,
business plans actually exist. Value to the community has not been addressed by the ARC/Board. This
was a requirement of your mandate.
3. We have made presentations, lobbied, written letters, petitions have been circulated, and signs have
been posted around the community to “save our school”. All of the presentations provided are a
testament to the unique and attractive benefits the school is in the municipality. In fact, the social &
emotional impact upon the community cannot be measured!
4. Local government plays a key role in helping to define the character, priorities, amenities and
physical make-up of the community. We understand that council has no jurisdiction over educational
matters, however, part of council’s mandate it to make the community a better place to live, work and
invest. This is why we take interest in any decision making process that affects our town.
5. The Municipality will continue its efforts to elicit community support and input.
6. Your leadership is essential to assist the province in demonstrating a prudent and balanced approach
in the management of public funds.
7. We encourage you to be a champion and to be pro-active by acting swiftly to ensure the future
viability of the school.
8. It is critical that you understand that we cannot afford the devastation that would result with the loss
of this essential school. There is an obvious intangible value to the community in losing contributions to
schools, churches, children programs, service clubs, recreational clubs that can never be regained when
people are gone.
9. We have now been dealt a terrible blow by this Board with absolutely no offer of partnership or
direct consultation with the Council of the municipal corporation. This is totally contrary to the
commitment of the Ontario Government to work together to implement business plans which are
thorough and fair and sharing/working with Ontarians.
10. In closing, we very much wish to work with the Board to explore the options and work towards a
solution to this problem.

SPEAKER 11 - J. Ransome
January 27, 2014
Burk’s Falls Area ARC Committee
Near North District School Board
RE: Public Submission for Meeting # 3
I have a grandchild attending A.H.S.S. and another attending Land of Lakes. Their Mother
attended M..A. Wittick, Land of Lakes and A.H.S.S. during her school career.
I firmly believe that the ARC Committee should recommend that the NNDSB choose Option #4:
close Land of Lakes Sr Public School and send the Grade 7 & 8 students back to their "feeder
schools" for the following reasons:
1) the cost of renovating Land of Lakes to make it suitable for primary students would by far
out-weigh any money the Board thinks it may save by its preferred option ( I can only assume and
hope that economics and fiscal responsibility were the main purpose for the initiation of this whole
process in the first place). Suitable washrooms will need to be installed in all classrooms to be
used for JK to at least Grade 3 students and this will reduce the amount of classroom space left in
those rooms for teaching purposes, current washrooms will need renovations to accommodate
primary students rather than the junior students they were built for, at least one room will need to
be renovated to accommodate the Special Needs students and their equipment currently at M..A.
Wittick, the entire property will need to be fenced for the safety of all the young/small students
plus more outdoor supervision will be required during recess due to the number of "blind spots"
which exist on the Land of Lakes property for small children to wander to and hide, playground
equipment will need to be moved from its current location or new playground equipment
constructed for the use of the primary students;
2) the roof at Land of Lakes School has leaked in the upper classroom hallway (in the vicinity of
my grandson's locker) whenever it rains, resulting in buckets in the hallway to catch the water. I
wonder what other physical problems currently exist (of which we are not aware) that will require
costly maintenance at this school because the quality of construction does not seem to compare to
that of the much older M..A. Wittick school building;
3) Land of Lakes school and the property on which it is located has to be of much higher value
from a real estate perspective than M..A. Wittick, and could be sold by NNDSB (if done in a
timely manner to avoid deterioration & the excessive maintenance costs of an empty building)
resulting in revenue that could be used for renovations and capital costs in other schools in this
area;
4) M.A. Wittick Jr Public School currently has washrooms in most classrooms on the main floor
including one classroom used for the Early Years Program now at M.A.Wittick. There are 2
classrooms on the upper floor that are currently being used for music (2.5 days/wk) and French
(daily) for students to come to the teacher, that could be used to accommodate the returning
Grade 7 & 8 Burk's Falls students' classrooms, and the music and French teachers could go to the
classrooms to teach these two subjects rather than all students moving to single rooms for their
music and French. There is an elevator for access to the second floor for students with limited
physical abilities. Therefore, little or no renovations would be required to return M.A.Wittick to a
JK - Grade 8 School. Also, according to the NNDSB’s “Analysis of Expenditures and RevenueBurk’s Falls ARC Schools”, M.A.Wittick is the only school with an “Operating Surplus”!!;
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5) this option would decrease transportation costs and increase the number of students at
Magnetawan Central, Sundridge Centennial and South River Public schools, making them more
economical from a funding stand point as well. This option would also result in the least
disruption to all students involved (especially the young students in grades JK-4, 130 of which
would require excessive busing according to Option #2!)
I highly commend the ARC Committee for their dedication and hard work. This is a very
important and difficult decision which will affect students, parents and teachers for many years to
come. I trust that you will give careful consideration to the points I have made in this submission
before you make a recommendation to the NNDSB.

Sincerely,

Judy Ransome
Burk’s Falls

To: Burks Falls ARC Committee

January 29, 2014

Attn: Carrie Girard Information Officer
MAGNETAWAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DRINKING WATER
Statistics show that drinking water does not play a significant role in Sodium exposure. For individuals on
a very low sodium diet as prescribed by a doctor, their drinking water sodium should not exceed20mg/l.
For the general public, the EPA and many other Public Health authorities recommend a sodium
concentration between 30 and 60 mg/l for young children. The Ontario Drinking Water Standard is 200
mg/l.
Sodium is an essential nutrient needed to maintain body fluid volume and blood pressure. The
estimated MINIMUM requirement for healthy adults and children over 10 years of age is 500 mg/ day.
No OPTIMAL level of sodium intake has ever been established because the kidneys have considerable
flexibility in removing excess sodium and can accommodate intakes much greater than the minimum
requirements. Dietary guidelines recommend 2400mg/day as a reasonable daily goal for people over 9.
Many adults today consume between 3000 and 5000 mg/day.
A number of studies have investigated the relationship between sodium intake from drinking water and
blood pressure in children. These studies have NOT detected ANY association at concentrations
between 5mg and 583mg/l. Normal sodium level in human blood for example is 3540 mg/l. Intake from
food is the major source of sodium with only a very small contribution from drinking water.
FLOURIDE
Health Canada guidelines plus the Ontario Drinking Water Standard of 1.5mg/l was set to protect
children aged 1 to 4 that are most at risk to develop dental flourosis which shows up as white, yellow
or at very high levels of fluoride consumption, brown staining of the adult teeth. Dental flourosis is not
health threatening. It is a cosmetic condition and is not a problem for older children who have already
formed their adult teeth.
SODIUM
The current Ontario Drinking Water Standard [ODWS] of 20 mg/l is based on an aesthetic objective.
Provincial drinking water regulators require that sodium in public drinking water systems be tested
every 5 years. When sodium is detected above20mg/l that the sodium levels be reported to the Medical
Officer of Health. The users are then notified that the levels are above 20mg/l and people with high
blood pressure, congestive heart failure, or people on doctor prescribed sodium restricted diets be
advised to consult their doctor before drinking this water on a regular basis.

Sodium from drinking water is not a health risk for the general population. The tolerable daily intake
from all sources for the general population by age class is as follows:
Ages 1 to 3 -------------------------1500 mg
Ages

4 to 8 ------------------------1900 mg

Ages

9 to adult --------------------2300-2400 mg

Sodium from drinking water is a very small part of a persons’ daily intake.
For example:

Sodium Intake

- 2 glasses water from Magnetawan school well-------------14 mg
- 2 litres water intake MCS well-----------------------------------56mg
- 1 farm fresh egg-----------------------------------------------------47 mg
- 8 fresh raw baby carrots-------------------------------------------62mg
- 1 cup of 1% milk------------------------------------------------------113mg
- 1 slice whole wheat bread-----------------------------------------184 mg
- 1 serving Campbells chicken noodle soup----------------------650 mg
Because these two elements are NOT considered as health risks to our children from all the research
I can find and that most deep rock water in the province is expected to contain these two beneficial
elements at low levels why are we testing every week, paying outrageous testing invoices and drinking
bottled water that we have no testing results for.
The 1.5 mg/L fluoride guideline is set to protect children aged one to four from stained teeth-our water
barely exceeds that at 1.6 mg/L. The 20 mg/L of sodium is designed to protect adults suffering from
hypertension and congestive heart failure-not healthy children.
Why is reverse osmosis treatment not considered to lower the Fl below its 1.6 mg levels so that our
children can drink this water as their parents and grandparents did and still do? What are the latest test
results for Fl and Na both at the tap and the well head and what are the latest test results on the water
bottles sampled from our school.
Please be advised that when this ARC is over and Magnetawan Central School gets back to normal, the
Magnetawan Lions Club is prepared to provide a Reverse Osmosis filtering system for our school at no
cost to the Board, including installation and regular maintenance. As we have shown over the past 49
years, whatever our school children need, we are prepared to step up and assist in any way we can.
Magnetawan Lions Club John Hetherington, School Committee Chairman

Jennifer

From:

Jennifer

Sent:
To:

FebruaryO6-14 I :40 PM

Subject; My presentation

Good Afternoon. Carrie!
Here is my presentation for February 1 2th. Please let me know you
have received it!
Good Evening. Firstly, I would like to thank the members of the
ARC committee for their incredible donation oftime and energy that
it must have taken to be a part ofthis very important process. It is a
great responsibility and I hope you know you have a lot of support.
I am speaking tonight as a concerned parent, a business
representative and an active member ofmy community. The outcome
of this ARC affects me in all of these areas I recently attended a
Sharing and Connecting event at Aimaguin Highlands. I was invited
as an employer to speak to the hiring needs and difficulties that I
encounter and how education fits into those issues. There were many
people at the table. There were 5 large employers from the area, the
Director of Education, President of Canadore, Dean of technology,
Norm Miller, a rep for Tony Clement, our trustee Al Bottomley,
Employment North, the Literacy Council, CAEDA members, Fed
Nor, some Economic development officers. .the list goes on.
.

.

What came out of this fantastic gathering was a few basic items.
There is a serious lack of skilled workers in this area. Multi-million
dollar employers in this area are looking to expand and hire I 00+
employees and yet they do not have the resources to do so. Some of
the complaints were that those applying, Jack some ofthe very basic
skills to perform the jobs available. We need applicants skilled in the
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trades Members from the Education sector continue to cry
low enrolment as the reason for everything wrong with our Education
system
We have some wonderful initiatives being facilitated
by different groups to attract tourism to our beautiful area. The
Government is providing funding for this.
To sum it all up. We are in serious need ofworkers and we
need to fill our schools. Therefore, we need to attract families to our
area. Thejobs will. be filled and so will our schools. Ifwe close
schools these problems will continue to escalate. There is no question
ofthat What we should be doing while we have low enrolment is
focus on making our schools a place where everyone will want their
children to attend. Ifwe continue to cut prograni.s and “go down hill”
things will not get better. There must be some foresight.
From a business standpoint I know there are other ways to save
money. I understand the Board ofEducation has an obligation to save
money. A good business person sits down with expenses in hand and
finds a way to cut small amounts in a lot of areas. Nothing that wil.i
greatly affect the daily operations. I honestly believe after reviewing
the Analysis of Expenditures and Revenues that there is a way to save
enough money to keep all of our schools openb I am also aware of
several ways to actually make money with our facilities that
our currently not being used. Run your business properly and you
wii.i succeed. This again requires foresight and “s’tepping outside of
the box”. No more excuses.
If I MUST choose an. option, I ask that we keep our grade seven’s and
eight’s in their community schools and keep a school open
in each and every community as they are the lifeblood to our
communities.
Thank you.
10/02/2014

January 29, 2014
To: The Burks Falls ARC Committee
Attn: Carrie Girard Information Officer
The Almaguin ARC committee was struck to allow the affected communities to provide an alternative
solution to the Boards’ stated “preferred option”. But first, what was the problem we were asked to
solve- OVER CAPACITY – too many empty seats in our area schools.
Let’s back up a bit to clearly understand how this problem came about. First, the Board decided to
convert the old high school, add on and create a second elementary school for senior students in small
town Burk’s Falls. The model for this decision came from the large centres of Southern Ontario where
senior students (7 & 8) could be brought into a central seniors facility with virtually no adverse effects
to communities or students and with no transportation requirements. Was this the case in Burk’s Falls?
Not even close!
In order to fill the newly created spaces in Land of Lakes the Board decided to empty seats in other
community schools AUTOMATICALLY REDUCING ENROLMENT and subsequently the FUNDING for all
those schools!! Now, Land of Lakes itself is facing closure because of too many empty seats in a purpose
built school. What is the Boards solution this time? Close this school, close that school, bus these kids
over here, bus those kids over there, spend millions to retrofit schools that were never considered for
this purpose in the first place. Damn the cost! Damn the towns! Damn the kids! Full speed ahead down a
path that does not serve the best interests of our local children. Is this a little harsh? Perhaps, but that
is the reality of the Board’s preferred solution.
When I went to school I learned that history can teach us valuable lessons for the future. I also learned
that history does in fact repeat itself. What will we have learned when this ‘developing history ‘ is
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studied in the future.
The Magnetawan Lions Club has presented a simple viable alternative that will serve the rural
communities and their children very well both now and in the near future. We implore you to embrace
and recommend the simple, inexpensive solution as we have suggested.
We are concerned that the stated objective is not the real objective of this Board. With a recent quote
from our new chairman stating that he is entertaining the possibility of grade 7 to 15 in one school – are
we to believe that students enrolled in Canadore College (some old enough to drive, drink, vote and join
the armed forces) are going to be bused down to Sundridge/South River to fill our new high school with
12 to 20 year olds! OR – would that mean that ALL our rural children would be bused into North Bay to
be educated in new SUPER SCHOOL CAMPUSES at even greater cost.
But wait-we can’t afford to bus all those young children every day to and from North Bay! College and
University students understand “going off to college” and living in a residence so let’s build residential
schools and save all that busing-oops! History repeating itself ! Is that a “stretch” – not at all. Pay close
attention people! The Boards preferred option will close two small town schools in one stroke – who is
next and how soon? How long will it be before there are no small town schools between Huntsville and
North Bay?
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The real question remains – what will our children gain from all this maneuvering – absolutely nothing!
Their education will not improve one iota!
On the positive side, let’s reflect for a moment. How can we get more ‘bang’ for our education ‘buck’?
1 . ONLY close one of the two schools in Burk’s Falls. With the revenue from the sale of the empty
school , upgrade the remaining school to accommodate JK to eight plus the special needs students.
2. Allowing 7 and 8 children to remain in their home community school will decrease busing
costs—put that savings into the “reserve account”. Because these area schools will now have increased
enrolment, their funding will increase so that each becomes more viable financially-again a plus to the
board.
3. The money saved by NOT retrofitting the new high school to accommodate elementary
students could also be put in a “reserve account”.
4. Because of the Board’s previous ‘due diligence’ in maintaining our local schools, they are in
good condition and capable of housing our students in a fitting environment for some time yet.
5. By taking a more modest and down to earth approach to solving our over capacity “empty seat”
dilemma, the Board will have more money to spend in a positive way. Instead of bemoaning a loss of
students with cuts and closures, why not invest in programs that attract students and build enrolment.

With bold decisions to expand curriculum coupled with a strong marketing program, perhaps we could
attract students from outside our area seeking “non typical” education opportunities.
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6. This ARC review is dealing with rural schools, located in rural communities-places where
employment is geared to the outdoors-tourism, fishing, hunting, logging, forestry, cottage construction
and maintenance, trapping, farming and many others.
Why not make this review into an opportunity to grow enrolment in our new high school by partnering
with local business and other groups to provide an expanded curriculum that would better prepare rural
students for rural employment.
By seizing this opportunity and thinking outside the box the Near North Board could demonstrate
tremendous vision and leadership. Almaguin High is an ideal place for that kind of thinking-for that kind
of improvement in rural education.
It is interesting to note that Alberta’s Infrastructure Minister has announced increased funding for six
selected rural schools. In his announcement he stated: “I think the Government is starting to realize that
rural communities do have a big impact and big contribution to make in our Province and to keep small
communities strong is only smart thinking”. Small town rural is important! Further-when thinking
“outside the box” consider what a school district in Kenaston, Saskatchewan has undertaken. They have
teamed up with a local International business man, with help from Government Grants to recruit
students from Europe and Asia to attend several rural schools in Saskatchewan. A group of parents
formed an association called Homestay/Farmstay so these new students experience life in a rural/farm
setting, enhance their English and take part in curriculum that is not available to them at home. What an
opportunity for a community to grow its school enrolment, grow opportunities for community families
and share our values with young minds from other lands.
5
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We need to challenge the very assumptions upon which public education has been built and the
relationship of school to community. If rural communities are to not only survive, but thrive, then
educational solutions must acknowledge and account for the necessary relationship between rural
communities and their schools. Technical solutions are not enough. The sound development of children
is closely linked to the well being of community. Consolidating destroys these links. If we wish to
produce more than technocrats to work in a global economy, but whole humans interested in
community life and engaged in responsible citizenship, then we need to forge linkages between
students and communities, between students and place.

If one thing is clear from the research I have studied, it is that small schools are worth saving and that
small schools are worth the cost.
Grow the educational opportunities, grow the enrolment, grow and sustain the rural communities and
the circle widens-the benefits grow!

This kind of change CAN be done-why not now and why not here. Be BOLD with your decision and in the
future your decision will be viewed with respect for your vision and not disdain for an opportunity
missed.
Enthusiastic, successful community leaders are a huge resource at your disposal should you seek
change-all you have to do is ask.
Thank you for the opportunity to address this review committee.

John Hetherington, Chairman
Magnetawan Lions Club
Education Committee

